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I. I4TRODUCTION.

Objective of this Report'

While alcy given population is governed under one political system,
that populat4on is'most likely to 'be composed of groups which.can be
distinguished from one another on the basis Of linguistic factors. Thus., '

to say, "Heis Canadian", or "She is Belgian", merely clef-it-1'es an indivi-
dual's citizenship without identifying whiCH language(0-he or She may
speak. However, both Canada and Belgium are officially bilingual coup-
tries, meaning that within each there 6re at lea%:t two poptilatibris speaking'
two.different languages: Englisti'gandyrench in Canada; Dutch and French

'in Belgium. Any Inquiry into either of these two societies wili riveal the ,

presence of tension or Conflict based on linguistic factor's. This is true,
nofkonly for the society as,a whdle, but alto for ft of the various.ins-'
titaions and associatiatns found within the aociety. As Meiel and Lemieux
stated in thdir book. Ethnic Relations in-Canan Vo4untary Associations,
"Certain types of clashing or converging.interests.and the anatomy of ceN
tain types of conflict appear in sharp relief when 'viewed wi.thIn Con-

te)ct of a reasonably Well defined_organization." (p. 8)
In both Belgium and Canada, ope such associatibn, in which., ations,

between linguistic groups. have been observed iS tbat of the labft uni,on .
.mOV'ement. -The "resaltc Of' theSe-iliquiries-serve,asthe bas4of this report.
By comparing the language.conflict situation. of two4ifferent s'oCieties
within the context of the, same associatton, we_flope, to det4rTine,what pro-
vokes language conflict. within an organization and what measures are em-,
ployed4 avoid or solve such conflict. .

,

B. Methodology

In-resPonse,to ever increasing -t8nsiuns'between french apd nglsh
speaking Canadians; the4Canadi#n GovernMent'formed'd Commissihn'tefully
investi,gate the nature of reiat.ions between these two groups. One-such
aspect of Canadian socisty which was put under scrutiny'was that of Canadian
VoluntaryjIssociations. It has-been said that"such associations are formed.
"when:people recognize 'a like complementary or temnion -interest sufficiently
enduring and sufficiently distinct to'be capable of more effective promotion
throughcollective action, provide4 thei.r differences are not so 7trong as

to.pwvont t'ire partia agreomert involved in its formation." (MacIver and

Page. in Meisel and Lemieux, 'pp. 3 & 0. Proceeding with,this rationale and
the assumptign that it :is advritageous fqr different.linguistic groups tO
associate wiTh each dther, Meisel and Ldmieux developed a..metha for in-,
vestigating,voluntary associations based on the intarrelationship between
the objectives pursued by an organization and its-corresponding-structure_
Moreover, they consider here.the term organilation as synonymous.with the .

term. association (as defined above).,
Concerning the objectiyes of ari. assOciatide, tHey_stated,that.'pl"though

linked.by coMmon intere-stS,or bbjectives, the members'of two ethnic'groups

are-very 'likely not to,agree on the cOntent of.these objebtives, the desir-
ability ta.pursue certain ones in commbn-(togetheri oe in thiir hierarchy."

cp. 10) To test4Os a's,S,pmption,-they distinguished,fourtypesj)f objectriA
falling into twocategories: iritenal.(Necti'ven- meaning thOSe of part,
cular,-,concern only to t e moibers; and cistNrnal objeotCver -'411Oaning'thl,
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'which deal 'Tigre with the role of the organfzation the\society. In more

specific.terffis, these objtctives are.(notethat 1 throue 3 are,Contidered

"internal"):

1. recreational objectivds: This refers to the soCial benefits to

be obtained from-mMbership tb an Organizatipn.
2 utilitarian.(objectiiw:' These obtleCtives deil with the varFous

'services and advantages offered to Members., i.e. those which

secure the members mater4a1
e4u2atibnal objectiv6s:This refers to the variousinstructional
services offered by the organ4zation sUch as.publications and

educationAl sessions, ,

external objectives: These objectiveS. inay be ideological or

political in oat4re, For the.pmrpostof this report, only external

political objettfves will, be consitiered.

ovThese four types of objectives are pursUed within an organization whoe
/social structure can be distinguished in four levels or systems "Of

as follows:

1. communication.: The larilluaqr used in the transMission of mesSages
aMong equals, i.e..members at the saMeTevel of the organizatidn -

horizontal in nature: 0 $

2.' coordination:. The:transmission of order's and directWes as well

as the activities'of the agenaies within am organization. dealing

th*s- ilefers, to "rticle: coanuntcast totv,,,vi..

hi'erarthical strucIre. ,
13. reprtieentatio Th numbes of representatives of e.ch linguistic

grouvholding a position of direction within the organization, as

well as the.relitive influence and degree of representation of

eath lingyi5tic g6up.
association: The ovevall'integration of the various linguistic

groups_within t4; organization.

ing this Methodollogy, Meisel and Lemieux maintained -tflat the oualitysof

r lations between linguistic groups in an organization "d ends on the .

objectives of the organization; these relations - wheth they are maeked

by. cooperation or confl t - can be bbserved at different structural levels

which are not mutually e clusive. . . and whose importance is functionally

liqed.to the pursued ob ectives." (p. 12) .-

The relayionship between these two asgpcts of an organization can be

represented sthèmaticallyby the following'(Verdoodt, p. 7):
,

1
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Figure I.
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Although the above method 'was designed in Order to examine intergroup

relations i Canadian Voluntary Associations, Albert VerOoodt extended it

to surVey such relations in Quebec labor union as weU,'
In hismOrk riacqjionr entre anglophonez; et francophonec dank; ice

yndi,cato 0i4(1;b6"coi:3, Verdoodt focused on three\essential points based on

the above method (pp. 7 & 8):

1. What types.of 4ructurairrelations need to.be established

between the linguistic groups so that they'are congruent
with the pursued objectives?
How are.flexible structural relationsJ)etween the lin-,

guistic groups established so th'at they can be modified

when tHe objectives of one of the.two linguistic groups
change?

3. When a problem exists at an inferior structural level,
it is .,genqrally neceSsary to find itscsolution at a

superior Tevel.

In aS much as th.e ahswers to these three qiiestions WiTriAtfmately

reVeal the majur sources of linguiSttconflitt in labor unions, as weR1

astolutions for avoiding,Such conflict, they will thus serve as the frame-.

r

work for this study. ..
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It is hoped that by evaluating Canadian and Belgian-labor, unions
according to the same triteria we will then be able td make some genera),
nonetheless important, copclusions, regarding the'hature of organizati.ohal
linguistic conflitt. 'Hence, this report will begin by first giving a
.bribf description of the Structure of Canadian labor unions, follbwed by*
thetanswersqo the'above questions. The.same procedure will then be used
for the Belgian labor unions. Finally, based on'the evidence presented,
the conclusion to this work*will aim ,to present what appear:too be recurring
causes as well as solutions for organizational.linguistic conflict.-

,

Theory
0

4

After several years of observing the described phenbmena,' we continue
to search fw a Sociological theory that could account for the complexity
and the divqrsity of the problemS. We were.obliged.to accept, for the :

time- being, a theory of the midd)e range, i.e., a body of prapositions
which serve-to map out the social relations, to clarify, and analySe them
into relevant units. In a sense, this inquiry can be said-to still aim
at a more general and elaborated theory.

II% THE STRUCTURE OF THE CANADIAN.LABOR UNION MOVEMENT AND A REVI& OF

FRENCH/ENGLISH RELATIONS, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE:TO QUEBEC.

StruOtare - 14 '1- V
1

In discussing the structutT of the Canadian labor udion ovement, ft
is important to acknowledge the,influence which"American le Islation,has
had in Canada. In1935 the tinted States Cqngress enacted the, Wagner Act
which stipulated that,in order for atikunion to be certiged within an

enterprise, there must be a 59% plus l'majbrity of worke& favoring union
representation for Any one particular union. In addition, the Wagner Act

'and subsequent legislatjon,have'treated in the U,S.A. "the implantation

(of the union) in the enterprise, pOotection of the individual worker by

grief and seniority clauses, unionism by check-off (dues are withheld from

the workers' salaries) and pattern-bargaining'for an entire company, ahd in

some cases, an entire industry." .(Mrin-Lajoie in Verdoodt, p. 98).. These

sam princiyles have served as guidelines for Canah's labor unions as

well.*
Vith,"the local" as the base'unit'of structure, Canada's Unions are

organized nationally 'in two central bodies: the Canadiertatabor Congress
(C.L.G*.), and.the-Confederation of National Prade Unions (C.N.T.U.). In

addition, there are a limited number of independent international unions
as well as a small number of locals whio41 are affiliated with the AFL-CIO

in the United States, but not with the C.Le. (see FiDure II).
The C.N.T.U., while capable of functi ning on a national level, is

concentrated mainTy in the province of Quebec with membership being'al-
mist entirely francophone. fience, linguistic tensions,are not of prime

importance far this organization. ,For this reason, it was not fotused
on by Verdoodt in..his survey on linguistU tensions in nnadian labor
unions. It is mentionki here .to, give the reader an accueate description
of the,structure of Canade'S tObor unions Ft= alsq impornnt to ,be

,k

11:

I . ,

* In 1973, throvigh scission with the CSN (Centrale desSyndicats hationaux),

a new syndicate was' born, the CSD ,(Centrale,des syndicats democratiques).

1 0 ,
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aware.of its presence in the grovince of Quebec; while internally it may
be relatively free of linguistic-tensions,,its strength in,Quebet has had

disturbing,yet stimulating-iTplications for the C.L.C. ane its affiliates in
that province.

The4C.L.C. is composed of 94 international unions (unions with head-
quaters outside 'of Canada - principally in the United States) and 22 national
or reoionai*bnions. With its headquarters inlOttawa, the C.L.C. is admin-
istered 6/ an executive board (30 in 4ll) who are elected by representatives
fr9m ,the locals pt the Congress which is held every two yearS. On a pro-

. vincial basis, the C.L.C. sponsorsaa federation in each of the ten provinces
to deal with legislative matters conm..ning work relations which are handled
by the provincial governments.- In Quebec, this branch of the C.L.C. is known
as the Quebec Federation of.,Labor (Q.F.L.). Theoretically, it is obligatory
for 63 locals to he affiliated with tie 'provincial federation; however,
.although a majority of locaTs are affiliated, only a small number-have sta-
tuties which require such affiliation. Within each province, there are also
regional bureaus as well as l'abor councils, the lqttler being composed of
"the locals of international 4nd pan-tanadian unions of a given town-.
(Verdoodt, p, 23).

B. French-English relations in the Canadian labor mienjent with a focus on
Quebec.

. 'Giient.h4 15rief desriptiOn'of the )general'structilne of-thelabOr'7
Movement in Canada,,it is now time to see hOw this strUcture has been af,'
fe.cted by the presence of -two linguistic'groups. ,In his work, Verdoodt
focused on intergroup relations in QrUebec unions, with respect to' four ele-,
mentt of'the Cariadian labor.union movement: the-C.c.C.,
een large uni,ons, and elevec smaller unions (the 14tter two being-classi-
fied actording to Quebec membership). The qucstiOn my be asked: Why
focus on thn Province of Quebec? The answer being:, It is inQuebec, due
to the numerical majority of the French, populatjoniand certain historical
factors, that tensions between Frencb'and English Canadians not only
originate, hut are also the most intense. It should not, however, be as-
sumed that intergroup conflict is i'estricted only to Quebec. . Indeed, as

'will be ilJustrated by this summdry, the situation has serious implications
for 'the entire Canadian labor union mov9hent. ,

It is now appropriat to see what these implications are by carefully
examining each aspect of the Canadian 'labor union mOvellent ip terivs of the
three essential points highlighteein the introduction:

"Whattypes of structural relations need to be established between
the linguistic groups so that they,are congruent,with the pursued
objectives?

A. The C.L.C.

Given that uti:lita 7an, echicationaZ and cD17(n-7 objpetives are of,
. prime cencenn for Olaor unionsHt is impprtant to realize that, for the-

.C.L.C., "the pUrsuit:of these-objectives depends on the variout services
ffered by the C.L, i.e. orgaWization (efforts to acquire new members)

legislation, education, research, intennlgonal affillrs, public servants ,

provincial federations,,labor cotincils, political education,' exterior,

relations, the monthly:magazine: "Canadian Labor", graphic artstof the

11
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docUments), and unton labels." (Verdoodt, p. 20) .Therefore, the types 11).f'.:

structural relatiotts formed in administering these services must safisf
the needs of toth linguistic groups if-the overall objectives are to be
successfully pia-sued: .

/

we.consult Figure I (see IntPoduction)4 it can be seen.that utili-

.
tarian objgctivqs are most likelY' to,cause"conflict.at the level ef com-
tnunicationt This can be better understood'tf one considers' that, at the

of,,Verdoodt's survey, the.eletted dfrectors of the C.L.C. were almost ,

entirery aeglophone unilinguals. -The ex4cutfve council consisted of: the

president,%the secretary-treasurer, tao executive vice=presidents,,six,
general vice-presidents, 10 provincial vice-presidents, and ten vice-pre-
sidents ex-officio. Of these thirty positions; only four were held by
francophones: l'executive vice,president, 1 general vice-president, 1 pro- -

vincial vice-president, and 1 vice-president ex officio, and n ne of these -'

positions had the:influence of the preSident or the secretary- reasurer.
(Verdoodt, pp. 19 & 20)

,

. In the same way, the servites provided-by the C.L.C. medfoned above
lacked francophcme representation. roe example, there were only five
francophones.acting as depLity'directers, two of which were in the 'same ser-

viice.(namely, organizatitin). However, on-the regibnil level, in Montreal,
these,serviteswert handled by a bureau-composed,of eight bilingual frfan-
cophones. ,With such a heavy concentration of-Unilingual anglopheres )t is
not surprising that problems of comminication, at least orally, would arist
in pursuing utilita obj.ectives, which are of special' interest to all

union' members. T preatine conflict, was-produced in d vartety of

ways.' For exampl err-sent to the' C.L.C. would be answered:in either-
French or -English-; wever, a later written 4n French may-not receive
immediate attention*because very few' Directors tn the C.L.C..oire bilingual.

It should be understood, hOwever, that.th C.i:.Ct does not totally..
neglect its. francophone minority in Quebec. At the C.L.C. Congress held
every two years, ohly 20% 'of the delegates are francaphones. Nonetheless,.

simultaneous translation is provided far full as'sembly meetings but not g'

for committee-meetings. For these, bilingual repOrts are published sug-
-gesting thaf these committees have members of bail linguistic groups on
them (Verdoodt; p. 21). Measures-are'also taken to publish "circulars and

:affiOal positipn papers in both languagTs. -The journal "Canadian Labor",
with a smaller sub-title "Le Travailleur Canadien", is 65% English and 35%
French, with all important articles in.two languages.*

For educati:onal objecti.ves, it can Bt. seen from Figure I that conflict

. is geberally produced at the levels of communication, coordination association.
n as quelv as'these objectivest'aim to instruct members, it is,essential that

lithe language of coiwunication be understood by For:this reason, these

objectives.involve few relations between the groups. The C.L.C. has had to
recognize that educational objectives are besteursued by the two linguistic
groups separately rather than collectilvely. This has resulted in parttal
decen,tralizatipn of educational.services giving the Quebec provincial feder-
-ation (Q.F.L.) niore of vvoice in' the determination and design of educational

services. Without such decentralization, the fact that the C.L.C. is domi-
nated by anglophones would lead to conflict when dealing with francophone
Quebec.

As for external.' politital objectives, conflict te4sis to be prOduced at

all levels (Figure I). This area is most crucial for ne.union. The

was not particularly sensitive to the needs of Quebec francophones. PerhapS'

r

* Journal devenu totalement bilingue depuls 170r. /4
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the tiest illustration of this is the.tensien tween the,C.L.C. and the
over the Labor Con,ià in Quebec. Th e Councils'areicha ered

.directJi the C.L.C. aAd are composed of union locals in en town.

These councils play an NOortant role, not only in represnftng. the union
member in the Community but also in, enhfncing the economic-development of
tkat'particuJar region. . -.

ok 'In Quebec, these Counclls are vgri often tn competition with similar'

codtfpils belonging to the C.N.T.U. _Problems arise becaupe the C.L.C. giyes

1:

iis Commils Oftly,the,fees payed on a voluntary_Wisis_by the locals of the
.'r4efon. In contrist, the C.N.T.U. supplies its councils with whatever it feels/

--4s necessary, eif4er in terms of financial or human repourc9s, to asture their

effective functioning. To defend its position, the chims that it

:canndt give more aid to the QUebec Councils than to thosepf the other prgyjn-____
ces, -Ws forced the Quebec Councils to seek help from the Q.F.L.; however,
theltracture of.thel:F.L. (and especially its_relationship with the'C.L.C.)
OLid not permit it to give financial assistance tolthe Ceuncils. Moreover, the

Government of Quebec decided to divide-the province into ten economic-regions,

increasing the pressure which :the Councils Out on the Q.E.L. The.question'was

,raised.as to-who would support the Labor Cquncils ih these regiom, if not the

,Q,Ftl...? In order for this td happen, however, the C.L.C. would have to alter-

itt relationship with the Q.F L ,

Tuch of the conflict arising-froin the pursuit of external objecit'lvs

stem-from the lack ,of francophones at thd level of representation.
out,having francophones in a position to make deciSions, abnnunication and,

coordinqion break down and jeopardize tt4overall asseaiation of both lin,

iguistic groups in one organization.

B\ -The Q.r.L. di

Being the provinctal fellerition of the C.L.C. with the ldrgest franca-

°phone membership, it can be xpected that interaction between the 'linguistic,

groups will demand special cOnsideration, first vis -. a vis. the internal

structure and functions of tpe organization and-second, in tdrms,of its
relationship with.the C.L.-C. and its external aims. A brieflook at these
two .aspects of the Q.F.L. w 11 illustrate the extgpt ta which the presence
of two linguistic groups af ects the organization.

As for the internal s juttue of the Q.F.L..., care'has been taken -to
respect hoth linguistic grAts through the insistanee on)bilingual staff
and publications as well a simultaneous translation at the Congresses, but
the latter is restricted tO meetings held in the,marin assembly room. Although-

at the time of Verdoodt's' inquiry the number of anglóphone participants bene-
'fitting from such a servic' was declining, the Q.F.L. still maintained it in

4 respect to'its anglophone iminority.
The objectives of the Q.F.L. at its formation in 1956 were mainly those

of an utilitarian nature. According to Verdoodt, "the almost uniqueobjep-
ti've of the Q.F.L. was to' represent the unions which were affiliattd td it

jbefue the authorities of, the prbvince of Quebec." (p. 26) He goes on to i

i say that "while the Q.F.L. concentrated on this precise aiilitariobjeci-
tive, there wasn't any cohflict, either with the C.L.C. or with the unions
who were affiliated to it: . ." (pe 26).

1

. The.Q.F.L. begati to "make waves" in the Canadiah union movement and
Canadian society as soon as they decided tb pursue external objectives, as
well as utilitarian ones. This first occured in 1957, when,the Q.F.L., in
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limngction with the ners' strike.th Murdochvilje;. Organtzed the "Marche.-

s,ur Mgrabchville".. In%1959,,nine positions were added to the QF,L. xe-

cutivedoecil for Yepresentatives of.the different i'egions eiflipebeci ancL
fp 1960 a decision was made "to:supporf the fouridation.ofjhe New-DeTocratic.

i Party (N.D.P'.).!! (Verdoodtp.p. ,

Wteh,the..pursuit of ext6rna pOitical obJectives fairly well esta-.
bfisfied, the Q.T.L..began-to- conflict withthe.C.L.C.:."The oppositibn..,

.

-4.which (wAs) finlly manifestecron the part of the. W.L:. th the C.L.C. in
.the determination of external politicaZ objecti)ec (can bel,explaiMadika__
the amplification of the-444-1-e-trtthr7-stnIFTik ec (e'sOcially.stnce"

-the rise of nationalism, and. espectallythe.presenCe Of the'C.N.T.U."
(Brossard in. Verdbodt, p. 28) 41;7 ,

ThroughoUt the 1960's thetension'betwen,the QF.L and' C.I....C..greq.

more and more intense as the Q.F.L's position on'certain'external aims griw

more pronounced: In#196,2:they published "Ncteg sur la Situation actuelle au

Québec des unions ,natiohales. et internationales" ("Notes on the'present si-

tuation in Quebec of national,and internatfonal. unions"). This "demanded

that .thd untons-affiliated toJhe C.L.C. be obl4ged to affiliate their. lo-
cals to the pi-ovincial federations and that 'the C.L.t. transfer the reipon-

sibiIitieS for education and organization in-Quebe to the 'QJ:L." (Verdoodt,

p. 31) In 1965, the Q.F.L. spoke out "in favor pf
lines of decentralization with an "impartial tribu
rehces between%the pt'lgvinces and the central powe
Alsb in that same_yeari the Q..F.L. and the dp,L.C.
firgt in the postal workers.strike in Montreal an

federalism" along:the
al to judge the'diffe-

.' (Virdoodt, p. 32).-
confronted each other,
later in ttle dispute

at "Radio Cahada between the international union_ .A.T.S.E, (supported by

the C.L.C.) and Public Service Union of Canada (supported by the Q.F.L.)".

(Verdoodt,p. 32)
At the 1966 Congress of the C.L.C., the -Q.F. made the following

demands: i^

1. Federations.must be able to charter:

-a. Labor Councils
b. Trade or industrial councils
c. Thak.regional groups of unionized w kers

They must'assume the, functions of the re ional bureaus (which

should be Abolished)pncluding the serVices'to the chartered

locals (those affiliated.directly to the C.L.C. and not the Q.F.L.).

3. In order to accomplish that-mentioned in number 2, the C.L.C-. should

give the Q.F.L: that portion of Its budget-covering the cost of
tkiese services."kAVerdoodt, p. 34)

The Congress rejected poiqs lc, 2 and 3 and recommended that other means

be found to solve la and h'. Finally, in)1969, the C.C.C. acceptitd a mea-

sure by the QgF.L. establishing a close relationship between the permanent

staff members of the C.LC. and 9.F.L. at the regional conferwces of the

(Cdrporation des enséignants du Québec).
lIn 1969, the Q.F.L. held its biennial assembly meeting, at which.ithe

o.r.L. adopted certain measures to guarantee more. autonomy from the C.L.C.

These measures were the result'of Commission Number Five: "Action Syndi-

calq: Vers un nouveau Opart." (Onion Action: Toward a new beginning).

Ps briefly stated in Verdoodt's report, these meagures consisted of:

"1. Acknowledgement of the unique ftuation of Quebec,as a. ----

s-ociety and a nation.

If;

..

4

f:
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Acionowledgement
;.

of the 'necessity of an Indepetdencp-OX

. actioh in Q0ebec society. 1 All, , 1
.

Duty for the Quebec divisions of alrfnternational or t?rl-

tanadian union to ereatefor'itsélf a Quebec,organizaftop
that would have a statke Aefined at the tnteriOr of the

union, the right So,name representatjves.(and a bugget to do .

so), the-right ti taise a position on Quebec questions, and

to WA, all'normai functions of the union within the terrt- .

torrof Quebec:1! (p, 36). !. _......,_
. .,

___ _t________

These measres were put into practic when the Q.F.L. voted to retdmtt

the teamsters who had been expelled from the C.L.C:(and- thus; the Q.F.L.)-

in 1958 for reasons of "maraudage-syndical" (union raiding). 'Such action

by'the Q.F.L. was in direct)defiance of the C.L.C, and further Wenghtened,

the Q.F.L.'s push for autonomy. . . . .

. In terms of actual -support.for a political'party, a majority of dele

. gates at the 1969 Congress.of the Q.F.L. ontinued to support the N.D.P.'

,come direct1 from the clambers, it was decidedi
because' of.its close correspondence to th policies of the Q.F.L.; however,

because this support did not
to put-more emphasis on the area of political education. '41A committee for.

social, economic and political action was established to help integraie

political action with the daily-life of the union, On the' provincial level,

it was decided not to officially support any'political party, although some

participant already did support the Parts québécois (P.0.)..-

Perhaps the mo'st signtficant action undertaken by the-Q.F.L., in terms

of this report, il that which focused on linguistic policy, Th4 dame in

reaction to'the Overnments passing of "Law No. 63*-which, among Others,

-, gave parents the right toshoose the language Of instructign for their-

children. Centering on the language to be used at work, it Oell as the

integration of,immigrants, the Q.F.L. Proposet.its "Projetde Poiffi'que

Linguistique de la F.T.Q." (Project of Linguistic Policy-of the g,F.L.).

Reaction to.this policy by members of ,the Q.F.L. was mixed: For

example, The Unifted Steel Workers of'America were vehemently opposed to

the proposal. Instead, they favered tatal tensure of. Law 63 and the pro-

motion of unilingual French. (The Q.T.L. project provided for the existence

of ar English speaking.school.). On the other hand, there were delegates at

the'convention (some being anglophones) who considered the energy spent' on

lingO's4jc issues as a waste of,,time. As Verdoodt stated,."the attitude

in favor oftrapid economic delielopment without including a iingui§tic opti.on,

was relatively strong." (Verdoodt, p. 50)

. This brief review,of tfie Q.F.L. and'the effect that the presence of

iZefo linguistic groupS has had on its development is a good illustration of .

our first assumptibn: The structural relatiOns formed between linguistic

groups must be congruent with the pursued objectives. A'S long as the Q.F.L.

pursued utilitarian ohjactivev and respected the linguistic rights of both

, groups, problems were negligible; however, when external objectives were L

introduced (especially of a political nature) divisions appeared in the

interne structure of the Q.F.L. asfwell ai in' its relationstfip with the

C.L.C.,. and in effect, the entire labor movemert in Canada.

C. Fourteen Uarde Pan:Canadian and/or International Unions -

In conducting his study; Verdoodt presented each of foul-teen-large

Quebec unions (bAsed on Quebec membership) with a Oestionnaire tordIscern

,
what the situatt was between the linguistic groups. . The rOults of this

i7



onnaire revealedthat the yelatjonshipS-b,etyeen the linguiltic groups'

ese unifihs fell between two 'extremeS..: tho'Se promoing-Quebec indepen-

e and those. favoring.Canadian federalism."GTVen the similarity of cin-
stances 'within th6es unions, it is not'necessary tj review alTiof them

it their entirety: Therefore, we will select omly a few to illystrate.how
1inguisic dtialism,has affected their structurtA end. objectivbs,..

Before dealing directly with the spetific'unions-, a brkief discussion ,4 t

stIftucture is 1neEs1t,y. It has,flreaUy

' that the Tocal formi the baseAunit of Ca adian uniON:. Each local is pail --- -

of a'targer orgaltization, th4t,.being the ion, which represents either,a
commercial or:industrial se4or *or an alliance formed by people of a cer-

tain profession (or professions). For example, on the,one hand, tobacco
'.workers,isteelwOrkers, garment wo'rkersi, etc. all belong to Separate unions;*

plastic, and various novelty items (InternationaT.Leather goods,-Plastics,

and Novelty Workers Union.).
"The essential function of the local' concerns the negotiation an4

applitation of-a contract." (Benhamou-Hirtz in Verdoodt, p. 59). In ad-

.dition, to this general, utilitariap,objectilie, the loal also plays an

portant and active role in communly "Fife by offerfhg various social ser-

vices not only to members but also to the entire community. Reiirement

funds, blobd"banks, and:charity work are:only a few 'examples of how a local I

can extend itself beyond the union. Another important feature of this asoect

of unionism i5 the actual.construction of a. building to house a particulaik

local. This not oniy_serves as a meeting place for Members, it also serves,

as',a kind of "ciyic'center for the community," (Verdoodt, p.,53), It can'.

tie used for, such occasions as weddings, dances, and meettngs of "Focal or-
_

ganizatIons*, ta name just d few. ,

-yet on the other hand, another union grOups together w rkers of leather,

As has already been mentioned,.the Majsority of Unions affilAted to

the C.L.C. are i-nternational; meaning their headquarters are'found outside

of Canada, and in'fact, in the. Unite0 States. This has required a struc-

ture whichwould bind the Canadian local ;Of a-given union to the interna-

tional organization. As a-resul.t,Capadian locals aro generally'United

under a regional directer who dreates,.the liaison between the locals and

the international administration. On the'Capadian'llevel, there is gene

rally,a niftici,nal director who, in some cases,.is a member.of the interna-;.

tienal exeCutive comOttee, while in others, he serves only as,the,Canadian

,Dfrector. . 4

With this 1)0ef,description of the strUaure. of an international union

in'Canada, now 1.t uss address ourselves to thP impact, whichEnglish-Frencfi

relations has had on. :this structure. _

In the bursuit of utl'eitariar objectii,ov; the locals of pan-Canadiih

or international ,unions enjoy consideratle autonomy so tha,t the Int'erests

of the Queb6C francophone'are'protectedi A5 was revealed from" the inter-

views conducted by Vercloodt, locals compoged of both linguistic groups ho d:

well as issue bilual.publicaf' s ahd notices For'exampje, of the'.
their. meetings in one or both (depending on,who is present) as

ing

four billmlual sectfons of theAnited Stealworkers of America .(0.S.W)

interviewed by:.Verdoodtthree (Noranda44ine&; DoscO-Sidbec, and Stelco-c

Notre-Dame) held meetings mostly in French but published circulars,in both

languages; especially if the origtnal text was in English (STELCO-NOTRE=-DAME).

For the other local (STELCO LACHINE) publicat' s were also bilingual, as'

well as the meetings.if requested by the arglop nes. The prOcedUre used



bi the lingual ocal s of,other,unions'W,ith respect jo thelan\g4g,of
comMunication was similar to That 'of ttle-`11.S.W. I . t

ProbleRs of language in Ruysuing utititaricol objec.tives 7were especially
ffiequent in negoti at ions wi thInanagememp.' Hi stori cal ly ; the, language 'of
managemeht"for Most of Quebeca4s iindntries. had_been Englisi, while the
working force was Mostly francoptione. With th ie. rise of Quebe,c nationali,snl,
and thus the pdsition of the' French langua-ge, tte use ef,French, by company

--::::managemeiit _Li-as-increased', How.ever, there are still cases, where contratts.
are negotiated in English:. (bUt iSsUed irr both lapgUages.) In-one Ose,
that-of the local l'Atlas-SteeP' of the .u.s.y.; a 'strike was c4lled kn 1964i
''because the' management newtiators tiot-onVywanted to_speak just En§lish-
but also demanded that the &ntract be written up only in English. But,
almost no worker in this enterprise spoke English; The stri,k0 ,Would have
meant, without.douht, ...a r ersal of the situatitr (the.progress of the

:..French.lan.guage). But the go eimment of QUieb.ee Intervened and itposed that
contracts must be bilingual i one of athe parties involved demands it." .

(Verdoodt, p. 7.0) .

It ;ha$ already been mentioned tHat Canadial, :locals have @ certain de-
gree of independence from the ,international Hregimt". There till dO exist,
howeVer certain areas in which the international organiiatibn does iMpose
itself on the locals. .For example, in.severat unions, in'or:der-to decTare
a. strike, prgitssicn must first be obtained from the internatio4l head-
quarters.: Thi is quite pronounced in the Retail ,Clerk's International,
A-ssociation (R.C.il.X.) and the Intèrnational Brotherhood of Elgstrical,

.1Workers '(I.E.E.W.). In prinCiple, the same holds--true 'for 'the tS. W , the
Serviee Employees International Union, and the International Untan, United
Automobile, Aerospace., and AgricultUral Implement Workers df AmeriCa.
practrce however, the i nternat i pnal headquarter of, these _unions do not
Interfere. FOr the, other unions,.interviewed, it waS- Mostly the'Caraidian or
regional dfreetor who ,had authority, over declaring a strike':

The successful pursuit-of eductional 6bjectivel by international unions'

from Canada and.even more aftropriately frog! Quebe . for the most 'part, -the
in Que4ec has generally recfuired that these be achinistered at least

educatiorial servites administered by the' intermational headquarters of Quebec
4ndons are .of nb use to the Quebec francophone because they are alMost enti-
rely unilingual Jnglish. (Publications from the main offices,,as well as
Aersonnel, are generally unilingual English.) In the Tobacco.Workers Inter-.
0ationa1 Union, for example eduoational services are organized in Washington,.
D.C. but are 'admInistered through the Canadian representatives in. Montreal
(Th..k union alsorstrongly:feels that the should have a more important
role in the §ervites offered.), FOr the Most. part, educational objectivee are
pursued within a bilingual, framework, meaning"that both i i ngutsti c , groups have
acges's to educational materials and services in their-respective language.
.This holds true also for cases where the 'admin,istei-ing office is outside o
Quebec. In the Textile Workers Union of AMerica-and the International Bro
erhood of Oectrical Workers; such services ar6 orgaqized by the Canadian
Office in ThrOnto. :

The pursuit of e±ternal cbjectiveo, especially those of. a pdlitical
nature, has had a varying effect on relations bekween the linguistic groups.
We have afready seen signs 0,:f nationalistic tendencies in the United Steel-
workers of America from thei r strong opposi tion to the 1 inguistic projezt

',proposed by the Q.F.L.. at its (the 49.F.L.) Congress in 1969. However, even
before this incident, the U.S.W. had already made statements strongly

:
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favor of Oudbec, :for example), in'hiS.annual -repot-of 1966, J. Gerin-
ajoie, then :dtrector of the Quebec district of the .U.S.W., stated: "The

effeCtiveness of tift-itnion and the needs.of,the workers of Oebet demand
that the practica1,3iiirectiori-of Quebec be done inQuebet., and not else-
where; The steelworkers 'of Quebec reserve the'right to elect Quet5eç

director ha"ving .effeetUe dptision making' power: if he makes.gbod
sions, wiTl be 're-elected; if nbt; hemill be 'defeated. And .in thts
waY, the members ;of .Quebec have a real 'authority over the. functioning

of the-Quebec union.7 (Gerin La .e in Verdoodt,' p. 37-8) ,This coMment
was in reference to 'a 'resolotion ntraduced at the International' Stee-
workers" Congress in July .of 196-6 This resolution proposed to 'give the-,
Canadian preident the same power as the international union president.

In doing;so, decisions made by.th Quebec clistrfct direttors would have
been subjected to approval by th Can:adian director living in Torento. :The

defeat of this. resolution was a clear affirmation In the teliefAhatr,Queebec. '

mOst maintain and proteet Ner entityl
-Similarly, 'in the Canadi n Public Servants Union (5yndicatcanadien-

de' la Fonction Publique S.0 F.P:) tenSion hasalso be!n created in the

%pursuit of external poltzs objectives, and in :,particular, those embraging

the idea of Quebec national sm. For example, the council of Quebec°, sReak-1
ing for the 'S.C..F.P.'was p lically opposed td Law 63 in much-the seme way
as the U S W, saying it Was "too weak to regulate the use of -languages."
(Verdoodt , p. 1,40) Even the statutes of the Council , express t-Strong. oation:-
alistic tendencies': AsVerdocidt 'nOte0 "ond of .the first ,goals of the Coun-
cil is to give value to the ,opinions of the, workers- of, Quebec Within the
C.L.C. .,The members of the S.C..F.P. in Quebec beitig'mostly of the
4renth language, and these francophones having'their own culture-and
ical objectives which often d.iffer from those of their fellaw tnglish-speak;-
ing .the Colincfl of Quebec must see -to',1t- that the ends proposed

'by the S.C.F.P. never be contrary tO the.aspirations of Quebec, neither

from a political, economic; and social pent of.view, nor from the union
point `of view." (p. 140).

'The QuebeciCouncil has taken care to maintaio these principles. For

the levels of communication, coordination, and representation, all- is

handled onlY In French. For the level of vepresentation, in 1969 the Con-

gress ,of the S.C.F.P. voted that "the director' of Quebec mi.ist be the coor--...

dinator of the .activities of the S.C.F.P. in Quebec, even thOse financed,,

ty the pan-Canadian S.C.F.P. and that the director of Quebec should be,

ex-officio, the secretary of the Council of Quebec and that the sectetary

may not be designated 'from outside of Quebec.' (Verdoodt; p.. 141) ,

Such strong feelings favoring the Province of Quebec were not unanimous

amo-ng tile fourteen pan-Canadian and international unions intervi-ewed by

Verdoodt. in fact, where the U.S.W. and the S.C.F.P. represented- one ex-

treme, the. International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union (I.L.p.W.u.) and the

./.1ma1gamat6d Clothing Workers of America (A.C.W.A.) represented the other,

i.e: favoring a. very- strongly unified union movement encampassing all of

Canada. Neither of these unions were in favor of total 'autonomy for the

Q.F.L. from the C.L.C. At least the A.C.W.A. recognized the need for mare
cooperation hetween the, representatives of the C.L.C. and the Q.F.L. as
well as the neeg to support the .N.D.P., saying it was the only progressive
federal party; ..;however, it is against laws which aim at giving Quebec unions

a typically Quebec character, "as those proposed by the 'Parti Qu6becois'."

(Verdoadt, p. 123)
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... A 106k at thi.'struetures of thesV twouniOns revealt their lack of

radical tettdenctes.' ,.For exainple,.in the I.L:G.W.U., bilingualism is
reserved-for,the level of Conimunication. FOr ao9rdination with thekinter-
national,headgUarters (-New York),. all correspondence is_ jn English.. Within
Quebec, meetings: are generally hi "ngual, where necessary. Even here,
_however, coordination is in' Eng 1 i h due tij the fact _that management is .host
often Eng.li4h.-speaking. There i also.a 4Joint.Buraai.0- in Rontreal comprised,
of the elected dii:ectors of Quebec locals; however,..,even this director -was

' an anglophone-4t th time of this survey.. '' P,
-Perhaps- -one re sorrfor the somewhat passive attitube,-.0f,the I.I.G.W.U:

and the A.C.W.A.,o 'Matters relating to Quepec and.the Quebec francophone
can be attributeck to.their considerable membership from other linguistic
groups (e,.g. Italian/Greek, and Yiddish). This puts bs added burden on
the administratidn of these unions who have Jo compensate for these lin:-

guistic minority groups. -

- .. GenerallY speaking, these larg'er pari-Canadian and international. uniOns
have begun to recognize the particular situation of Quebec. Because of ..,

their.4arger membershi.p, they are financially more capable to make provi-
-sions for the Quebeelrancophone, such as bilingual publicati-ons and con-
tracts', and simultartious 'translation tin soMe cases even on the international
level Jo, However, as we. will see' shortly, such .has nof baAn the cas for

unions with a smaller Quebec membership. .

.1-
C. Elev n Smaller pan-Canadian and International Unions

As has already been mentioned, these unfOnS have been'classified as_
small due to their.limited numerical membership in the Province, of Quebec.
If the international or Canadian organization as a whole is-considered; .

however,they'may actually have as large (or larger) a Tembership than some .

of those unions mentioned in the previous section.
Within these Unions, the pursuit of utilitarian objectives receive,

the most attention because their small membership and 14mited finances do
not allow them to fully deVeldp their other objettives.' As a .result, dn

\t, the local.level, there is an attempt made by bilisngual sections to speak
both languages at meetings; and at the very 'least, publish circulars and
.contracts-in both languages.

r In Some cases, the international headquarters still must be informed
in order to declare a strik-e-and/or stip a contract: United Hatters, Cap

and Millinery Workers International Unjan; International Leather Goods,
Plastics and Novelty WorkerV Re.ctifying? Wine, and
Allied Workers' International Union of America; United Glass and' Ceramic
Workers of North America; , and the International Brofherhood.4-of Potters.

The pursuit of educgtional dbjectives is considvably" restricted
compared wjth the l'arger unions. The majority of thdse uniens had. no
vices for education' and either did without (as in the Unitted Flatters Ca
and Millineryorkers International Union) but rened on the or the
Q.F.L. (as in the United Glas,s and Ceramic Workers of North America). I
.Somewhat more fortunate was 'Cie International Woodworkers of America
(I .A.). Educational services were vaihble and dtcasionally there were
ntfs at the level of Quebec 'devoted to-these srvices. Nationally,
these ducational services are handled by anglophones. However, these
servic are decentralized and for Quebec, are handled by the permanent
representatives in Montreal.
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External political pbjclr'did hot seem to be 'aS bi7g an tssue for

these smaller unions. The IA. .leemed to .be Orie most-outsOakin, support-.

ing the Q.F.L. (as opposed to-the' C.L.C) and the N.D.P.' In addition, when

asked twhat ch ang es coal d be foreseen 'for the i nternational uhiom-nancrthe

Q.F.L. in the future, they replied "a larger preoccupation witb Quebec

question when ,Aked "If these changes did not occur duick 'bough, yhat

do you proObse?", -they answered, n.ntervention by the Quebec government with,

a sotiarist transformation of society." (Verdoodt, p, .168)

In general, these smaller unions lacked any real political involVemetit

beyond a certain !floret support for'the.N.D,P. --Only the -Distil ler/, Rectifying,

Wihe and Allied Workers' Wnternational 'Union of 'America (D.W.L.U.) were strongly

opposed to giving this support. When asked: "What does Your uniondo in the

domain of political action:", they answered: "Nothing". But, when asked:

"What-do you .think of the Q.F.L. and C.L.C. in the domain of Political actionr,
the reply wai -The N.D.P,option is to-be cOndemned." (Verdoodt, p. 186)

However, even ,though these directors did, in some cases, voice opinions con-

- cerning political matters; there was no evidence presepted in Verdoodt's
survey to indicate that politics mobilized uhion members in the smaller unions

to the same degree that it had in the. larger ones. In terms of structure,

this lack of well organized and well defined political objettives resulted in

a less pronounced belief in the "identitd oudbecoise". Although on the local

-level at least some attempt was made to provide nlingual services, on the

international level , communication and coordinaion were still primarily in
nglish and representation' was dominated by anglophones.

2. How are flexible structural relations between the linguistic
groups establish"ed so that they can be modified'when the
objectives of one of the' twO groups change?:

Althou0 the previous question concentrated on the tylles of structural

relations found between ti-fe linguiStic groups at various levels of the Cana7.

dian labor movement
is

it also provided the. groundwork for ouf. second assumption

which fycuses on the flexibility of the structure in response to changed or

modified objectives by One of the linguisttc groups. In order to verify this

again must look- at the situation prevailing in each of thefour areas of

'the -Canadian labor movement introduced* in responu to the first queson.

One illustration of,this premise is the relationship,between the Q.F.L.

and thg AS long 'as the Q.F:L.,was concerned with primarily utiliiarian

aiMs, its relationship with the C.L.C. remained calm However, when polfitical

objectivec were emphasized gong with those of a utilitarian nature, conflict

was created. In order to minimize this conflict, concessions had to be made

by the C.L.C. (predominantly.anglophones) in order to accommodate the demands

made by the Q.F.L. (predominantly francophone). As a-result, more atitonomy

was, granted to the Q.F.L. so that it had more freedom to pursue its Objectives

according to its needs. In order to provide for this upsurge of Quebec'na-
tionalism, the C.L.C. hasqlad to recognize the situation of Quebec by decen-

traliling certain services, especially those of an educational nature, as
well as providing, at'the very least, certain bflingual services (devoting a

portion of the monthly ma-gazine to francophones, responding in French to

letters written in the same, etC.).
Due-to the amount of tension still evident in Verdoodt's report, it would

seem that the efforts by the C.L.C. have not been sufficient. In order to'

decrease conflict, the C.L:C. would have to be even more flexible in. making

allowances for the demands of the Q.F.L.; otherwise, Quebec nationalistic

2
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fe'elings may become So- strohg-that the overall aosocia-tion of French and

Engljsh Canadians n one organizational structure ray be at stake. ,

ForT the actual unions ifetervievieii. by Verdoodt in hi's study (both large

and small) the need for fleXillle,structural relations is most readibly ob-
servable in the unions who tend .to be openly in favor of enhancing .the
posi ti-on of, the Quebec ftancophone., For example, we-have' already seen-su
a tendency In' the United-Steejwprkers ot riea (U.S.W.). rrom their re-

jection of the.Q..F.L.'s ljnguistic as.well 'as the action taken
within the international bOdy of the U.S.V., one might expevct to find struc-'

s tural tensions' resulting from objectives of.a "francopFone nature"`within an

organization-who-Se majoritY is anglophone, (i.e. the_internatipnal
and the C.L.C.). 'On the contrary,' however, at/ least for theli.S.W., there

,f seems to be some 'Satisfaction among the Quebec members :about the association

-they share with their Canadian anglophone counterparts. I agai*quote from
J. Gerin Lajoie's annual report 'for the U.S.W.`(196.6) in which he st ted

his- admiration for the Canadian director of the U.S.W.,. William Maho

fpr his support of the need to recognize the special cirGumstance
within Quebec. Gerin-Lajoie' further says, "I would be saddened tç see the ob.

collaboration between the district of. Quebec and the Canadian office dimini,sh

because of a divergence in the way we see,our structures." (Gerin-Lajoie in(

Verdoodt, p. 90) In the same,way,.William Mahoney has been quoted as saying:
"We have always-taken .the position that, Where French is.the predominantly

used language, union information and union services must be available in thir
French language." (Williams in Miller and Isbester, p. 154). Such an at-

titude by the Canadian anglophone director seems to have yielded a structure
which permitted the francophone deminated&U.S.W. of Quebec to pursue its own

interests without any real disturbance to their overall aSsocietition with( an-

glophones. While the C.L.C.'s reluctanceotto grant the Ct.F.L. any autonomy /
clespite their increased demands created' tension between the two bodies, the...,

more relaxed. (and perh'w mdre realistic). relationship, between, the Quebec
district of the U-.S.W. and,the Canadian bureau seemed toisatisfy the needs
of the two .groups, thus reducing conflict.

As. for the smaller unions, the need for flexibility was not-as easily

obseTvable; for the most part, no me-asurable change in any, one specific

objective was presented. Being more concerned with utilitaricyz objectives
than the plere controversial external political objectives, their structure

seemed to withstand a more rigid structure. When asked about.what could be
expected from the future for the labor union movement arid the Quebec franca-

phone, the response of 'most of the smaller unions indicated that they, too,

would require more freedom to pursue their own interests. These interests

included increased support for the Q.F.L. as well as increased emphasis.on

the particular needs of Quebec.
From the answers 'to our first two assumptions we have seen: 1. The

relationship between union structure and the objectives pursued by an union;

and 2.. The need for a flexible struthe

objectives of one of the lingui ic groups, Now from our third assumption
yre which can accommodate a change in

we will see how the continued presence of linguistic tensions is related to
the structural hierarchy of the union.

3. When a 'problem exists at an -iriferior structural level, it is
generally necessary to find its solution at a superior level.

To, support this statement, we would like to quote what Verdoodt said in the

conclusion to his report:

; 4
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Conflitts.of cpmmunication would be quickly resolved if the
Tepresentatives (permanent staff members) in chargé .of
coordination were bilingual. They would be bilingoil if,
*theymere-named by Quebec directors (level ofreprettntation)::,
`And finally, the Quebec4francophene wOuld "have maximum freedom."'
to manoquvre if the overall association waS retaXedienough in

.. order tq,permit.the necessary initiatives. (Verdoodt, p. 2,)8

'& 219).

-If we cohsider the-. struttural levels which are most.offen plagued.by'
conflict.. Verdoodt's conclusion seems to be well supprted.'. In the C.L.C.,
the Q.F.L., anciallof the unions interviewed by Verdbodt, problemsW
.commu1i9ation and coordination between francophones and anglophones were
caused in part by the lack of frandophones at the level of Appriesentation; The'

ority of these' unions (anci,the C.L.-C) were only a.part of a union

g Th,rization dominated by.inglophones. Therefore,. Unless..spectal provi-

ons were-made for Quebec,francophones; tension and.conflict were likely .

to arise. Such provisions werejllore likely to:be madelif frantophonetwere_
at a_level of ropresentation where their, opinions could-be voiced and their

wants'and needsiDursued; Under these circumstances, then, the ocierall level

of association is leSs likely to be jeopordized. -

It shoUld not,be assumed,.however, that solving a probT6M.at a'superior.
level'will aLitomatically guirantee that tonflict will be eliminated. The

importance of the pursued objectives.should 'not be forgotten nor the rela-
tionship between these and the structural levels. ,

This concludes the summary of lingUistic relations in the'.Canb,dialh
labor union movement as revealed in Verdoodt's study:- From' tSis, we ea.

4
-it cannot be denied that the'relationship between structure.and objectives
will sharply influenCe the likelihood of conflict.: Keeping this in
let-us now Iurn,to-the labor union Movement-in Belgium to see if the same
situa.Mon exists, and if so, where the differences and similarities lie.
As mentioned in the introduction brief descriptioh of%t e structure-of
Belgian unions will be followed bY'bn analysis of these u ions in Aerms of

oty three assumptions.

Are
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NOTES

PART ONE

.2
1, Th.e samemethod 14is alio used to analyo-the Oree.Belgian unions which

.will be'presented.in the second'half of thfs report.

2'. In 197? , ,tVio international unions - the International larotherhood of
Paper Workers and Paper Makers and the International Brotherhood Of Pulp
Sulfite and Paper Mill Workers'''. UniOn merged and in 1974 the merged
unions split to f6rm the,Canadian Paper Workerel'jlnion. This s.eparation
came abo4k due to insurmountable difficultieS with the, language of, cam
municat-lon with the international headquarters of the individual unions,
which was only in English. (Personal communication with Mr.-Jean Macc
Hudon of Oe Canadian Paper Workers' Union on August 31, 1976).

It is important to r41ize that formerly, this Q.F.L. executive council
was composed of representatives'Of industrial sectOrs. By reducing the
number of these representatives'from 15 to 6, for the first time prefer-
ence was given to the development of a region (Quebec) as opposed to a
specific industry. .

ar-0

At the last convention in 1975, the C.L.C. finally approved these demands
;of the Q.F.L. (Personal commUnication with Mr. Jean Marc Hudon, member of
ythe Canadian Paper Workers' Union on August 31, 1976)

While werspeak here of utilitaxion objectives, it should.be realized that
. such servites also serve an educational purpose as well.

Thig orgamization is sponsored by the S.C.F.P.; it exists only in Quebec
and,"fournishes the majority of services to the Quebec sections,of.the
S,C.F.P." (Verdoodt, p. 138) r-

7. Utilitarian objectives are fundamentally focused on-because they arp the
most essential-in terms of a* union's major objective - bargainineOth
management for workers' bnefits.'

41,

r

The linguistic policy referred to.here is the one presented at the Q.F.L.,
Congress in 1969.
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STRUCTURE OrTHE BELGIAN,LABOR UNION MOVFMENT AND A itEVIEu

UF FRENCH/DUTCH RELATIONS;
1

Tte following pages of this report will be devoted to the structure'of

Belgian labor unions and how this structure has had to retpond to the nee&

of Dutchr and French-speaking members. *Just-as Verdoodt used, the method

originally designed by Meisel and Lemieux to 'analyze Canadian unions, the

three main Belgian union organizatnts to be discussed below mere also

analyzed,according to the,same method. The results of these 'ana.Tyses serlit

As.the focal point for determining the present state of relations between

Dutch- and French-speaking union members. As was done with Canada, however,
.before discussing these relations on the basis of the tht'ee assumptions pre-

. 'sented in the IntroduCtion, an understanding of the s,tructure of Belgium's

blabor unions is necessary.

A. Sty.' cture

Unlike.t ystem found in the Unit0 States and Canada. Belgians have

the opportunity to.copse from among three main union organizations:1 .

1. The Christian Traile Union Feder.ation (Confdddration des Syndicats

Chrêtiens - C.S.C.), 2.___The General Federation of-Belgian Labor (Fdddra-.

tion Genérale du Travail de Belgique - F.G.T.B.), and 3. The General

m Center of.Liberal Unions (Centrale Undrale des Syndicats Libdraux de

. Belgique. C.G,S..L.B.).2 Under this system an individual may be affiliated

to the F.G.T.B-, for example, while the majoriti of his fellow workers in

the same enterprise may belong to the C.S.C. Thus, the restriction of one

* union per enterprise as enforced in Canada (and whiCh originated in the

*-United States with the Wagner. Act)-does not exist in Belgium.

. Another sharp contrast between the Canadian and Belgian union movements
1 4

is the difference in overall union membership. Whereas a relatively small

% percentage of Canadians are unionized, according to Lorwim, in 1971 two out .

ofv,every three wage and salary workers in Belgium were unionized. (LorwiR,

p. 248) Membership varies according-to sector with roughly 80% for workers,

70% for the public services, and 40% for dmployees. (Neuville in Laurent-

. 'Reynoso, p. 3)
, . .

The C.S.C. is the largest of the three main union organizations with

, ,. Nmembership in 1972 totalling 1, 046, 360.. Regionally, the majority of C.S.C.

kembers are from Flanders - 74.5% in1966 while only 17.8% of its members

aetpat l'ime were from Wallonia and 7.7Pfrom Brussels.' . In addition to
,having a stronger Flemish following, the C.S.C. also has a majority of mem- ,

'tpers in the'following industries: food,.textiles, hats, and dresmaking.

, It also accounted for a majority of the bank and insuranceNemployees,
(Spitaels and Lambert in Rochon, p. 4) In general, the C.S.C. attracts,

',employees and young workers. (Laurent-Reyhoso, p. 4)

The F.G.T.B. is the second largest udion organization. In 1972 mem-
,

bership totalled 930, 000. In 1964 47% gf its members werefrom Flanders,.
.41rfrom Wallonia and 12% from. Brussels.w--In.terms of industry, and sector,

Ihe F.G.T.B. in 1967-had a majority in the industries of the Walloon region

sddi as steel, metpl onstruction, glass, paper production, printing, gas
,

and electricity. In addition, they also comprised a majority of employees

jn 1,tiè large stores. (Spitaels and LaMbert in Rochon,.p. 4) In general, the

FG.T.B. attracts manual workers.
) The C.G.S.L.8. is the smallest of the three main unions. According to

0
, ,

z

Li6art, "the.6rganization actually has about 156,000 members of which 60

2 6
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,to 65% are Dutch-speaking from the Flemish part of the country-and from_
Brussels." (Lidnart, p. 18) Its strongest areas affe-the---fOo& indystry

and the leather and hide industries.
Structurally, the C.S.C. and the F.G.T.B. are very iimilart 'The

national interprofessional'Unions are composed of the national unions:of
a particular industry or profess6na1 area and-are subdivided into regional'
interprpfessional unions. These regional organiptions'are composed of ths
regional unions of a certain industry or profession which in turn are made-
up of the unions of an,enterprtse or of, the locals of a considered region."
(Ebertzheitlivin Laurent-Reynoso p. 4} 'Sdhematically, the two organizattobs
can be illustd as follows:

f .

Figure III.

Figure. IV.

The C.SC. - The Co ress
...iThe,imittee

The Bureau
The Daily ByreAm.

1
17 Professionaf Centrals

Rggional Professional
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Localeor Enterprise
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,

F.G.T.B. - Con6ress
National Committee
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Secretariat

13 Professional
i Centrals

g ona ro essional
Section

tpsca or Lnterp se

1.

Sections

(Rochon, p. 6)

Interprofessional
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I

Reg i ona 1 1 nte rpro fes s i ona 1
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The di strlbUt i on . of. membership, in the 17 :Centrals. Of-, the ,C.S.C. is

much less concentrated than that of the :F.G.T.B. For the:

Centrals for Lu1b.0 And Copstruction . Metal and Textiles-only akccOunted

fOr.48.7% of-the,t,<C. members. -14ever, the General A:eirltal, tht.retat

Workers' Central' and the General Central:bf Pu11i Seivices of the:

represented 64,71% of FA.T.B. membershipIROchon, p. 4.,$4
refects the 'tendency of certain' sectors .to 60 ,Wractg4
whereat the-C.S..C;. doesInot Seem to be more faVorableHto,any-one settor in

pa rti cul ar.

,The structure of the C.M.L.B. is.totarly different from that of-the .

other...two national .1.inions.: In the words of tjenart: -"The C.G..$;L.B.'is a

national ioterprofessional union organization. Mostpf_the services.,are
centralized and the organizationJorms a kind of circle', at'the' interior- of

which there are:those who are sPecialited in this op" that ;type of professional:

sector; whether that be fextiles,*Milhes, or whatever,": (1.16nart,'O. 10) He

goes -din te-sayi-thatf------TThls--centralliatita--tes41-ts. -in-the tota.l.. suppressiorL _

of any intermaiary..bodiesbetween/lon the one hand,the General central fn'

Gent, and on the other hand, the local sectiOn. When one speaks of regional

or local sections, this includes, perhaps: p trn or perhaps,. half, a-pro- ...

vince, depending onthe'differences in Members ip. ..Thus the'

represents a national interprofessional centratcwith local sections Which'

are al§o interprofessional. There are no professiOnar -Centrals (as. in the

C.S.C.' and the F.G.T.B.). (LilOnart, p. 11).

In addition to the interprofessional groupings of the C.G.SA.B. itself,

the employees of the public serVices 'are administered under the Free Union

of Public Servants (Syndicat Libre de ta Fonction Publique - S.L.F.P.).

This-divisiOn.of the C.G.S.L8., which is.virtuarly autonomous, iS composed

of 10.grobps Organlzed On'a professional basis, i:q. railways, pubjiC ser,

mants, teachers, etc. "Each group is independent cif the .L.F.P., espe-
cially financially, meaning that each .geoup provides for its own needs ind

manageS its own affairs. (Lidnah, p. 23) The stroqure of the C.G.S.L.B.

and the S.L.F.P. can be represented by the following:

t

Figure V.

C.G.S.L.B. in Gent

Local lnterprofessional
Sections

S.L.F.P. in
.Brussels

Professional
Groups -

Another feature of the Belgian union movement which distinguishes it

from the Canadian movement is the nebulous relationship which each of the

three main organizations has with one of the three main Belgian politkil
parties. For example, the C.S:C. is represented on the Agenda Commission,
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a body which,serves as a liaison between the different groups of "le monde
catholigue". (Rowies, p. 24) This relationship is not aS binding as that
found between the F.G.T.X. and the Common Aition, a socialistorganization
wnich links.together the 'various socialist forces, i.e;-:the Bel.glan So- .

ialist:Party-(Parti Socialist Sege, P.S.B.)4. the mutualities and the coop-
eratives n addition, the _leaders of each of theSe, different -"branches" of
the socialist movement, including the F.G.T.B.;:have an advisory position on
the Bureau of the the higheit level of ,that politicakparty.'-(ROwiesk
p. 24) iroy tne Liberals, there also exists a coordinatiOn'coomittee,to which
'the various liberal organizations belbng, including the Party of Liberty and/
Progress (P.L.P.).1' Beyond this committee, however, the C.G.S.L.B. is not
bound by ar(y formalities with the P.L.P., as exists between the F.G.T.B. and
the P.S.B.

'Given thiS brief description of the structure of Belgian.labor unions,
.we now turn to the specific situation found between the linguistic groups
within each of the three main union bodies.

, B. French/Dutch Relati9ns in gelgian Labor Unions

As was mentioned previously, the thre ain Belgian labor unions werf
subjected ,to the same form of, anilysis the Quebec unions. Interviews
were conducted among leaders at various levels of each of the three main
'union organizations. The questionnaire sed as a guideline was basically
:similar for all three unions, seeking determine the. structural relations
'which exist and facilitate the.pursuit f uti4itarian, educational, and
external aims. For the C.S.C. and the F.G.T.B., the similarity of their
.structures allowed Laurent-Reynoso and Rochon to follow more or less the
same line of questioning. The' more unified structure of the C.G.S.L.B.
meant that thequestionriaire had to be adapted ?omewhat'to be applicable to
the organization. The results of these three'inquiries serve 'as the basis
forAhis eresent analysis. L.

1. What types of structural relations need to be established between
the linguistic groups so that they are congruent with the pursued
objectives?'

A. The C.S.C.

In investigating the C.S.C., Leurent-Reyhoso questlpned directors and
representatives in 16 of' the 17 Centrals (The Diamond Wofkers) Central was
omitted because it is unilingual Dutch.) In each Central responses were
asked from one Flemish member and. ne French member4 except for the Transport
Workers' Central, where only a'Fle ish Representative wes asked to respond.
In addition to the Centrals; a Fran o hone and a Flemish member of the
Brussels Federation and a Flemish, a allomp, and a native of Bruss& from
the national C.S.C, were also questioned.

In the pursuit of utilitarian objectives, the responses of the Centrals
interviewed by Laurent-Reynoso, indicate that the level of communi=tion does
not cause problems as one may expect. (See Figure I) It is only at smeller
meetings,where translation services are not available, that French. may be

employed instead. of Dutch; .otherwise. meetings,are generally bilingual,
with,or without translation,depending on the ability of everyone present
to understand both languages. The languaoe of written communication var es:
with the regional federations, the.majority of Centrals employ the language ,

of the federation in question;- with'the Brussels Federation, Flemish Centrals

2 9
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,-use Dutch and French Centrals use French; with employers, the majority,of
French ind Dutch respondents said in the language of the employer; with the- .

ministry, the maiortty of Dutch .and,half:of.the French respondents said that -

the language spoken.by.the minister-in question'determined the language of
.communication,,while the other ,half of the Flrench respondents,said they -used
French. There are'separate publications for FrencR and Ftem:Ws members which
are not identical. 4 I

The responses put forth by,the.French and Flemish respondents from the
Brussels Federation were more contradictory implying that conflict is more
prevalent here' than in the Centrals.' The Flemish retpondent said that at
small meetings, both languages are used and that simultaneous: *anslation
is available even for one person. The French respondent, on the other hand,_
said that these Meetings were held only tn Flemish.

The 'language of written communication, or coordination in some cases,
wizi,;less conflictual. Both the Flemish and French staff members that were
in erviewed said they used their own language for all Purposes, i,e. writing
to management, ministers, and ihe secretary general,

Within the national organization of the C.S.C.allthree respondents
said that bbth languages are used at all meetings, but simailtaneous tans-
lation is only provided at larger meetingi. The French respondent did.admit
that there was a "particular tendency for the Flemings to express themselves
in French while Francophones make littie effort,fo speak Dutch. (Francophone
respondent frool the national C.S.C. in Laurent Reynoso.T. 77).
)- Written communication was handled in a-variety of ways. "Hie Francophone

staff member said he has his letters' translated if they are addressed to a
Flemish-regional federation.' The Flemish and Brussefs staff members also
use the language of the federation as the criteria for choosing the language
used in written communication. /n writing to the Centrals, the Francophone
said that French-speakers use French and DutOrspeakers use Dutch. The Flemish
respondent, however, said that itdepends on the language of the person to whom
the lttter is directed. A similar trichotomy is obtained for,the language used
when writing to *nagement representatives: 1. Francophone: "In the lan-
guage,where the Nod of the enterprise is located"; 2. Flemish: "Depends
on the maternal language of the C.S.C. functionary:"; 'and 3. the "Bruxellois":
"In both lanquageS, but more often in French." .(Responses of C.S.C. staff
interviewed by Laurent-Reynoso, p..76).

A good reason .for lack of any signiticartconflict in the pursuit of
utilitarian objective:3 at the levels of communication'and coordinati-on is the
fact that the-statutes in many Centrals, as well 'as the' National C.S.C.,
regulate, to some extent, the level of representation by linguistic gPoup..
Contrary to the opfnions expressed by the majority of Flemish and French
respondents from the Centrals (i.e. that no regulation exists), the statutes
reveal that 13 Centrals do attempt to control the representation of each
linguistic group. Laurent-Reynoso cited 4 measures "to equalize the_infjuence
of each 1ingui9tic group:

1. A degressive scale proportional to the number of members. For
example, the council of the Lumber and Construction Central is
composed of delegates froM the Professional Federations as
.follows: 250 members . I delegate; 1500 members t 2 delegates;
3000 members 3 delegates, and so on. Thus the minority group
is given a slight advantage.
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Cot4ectipn at the 1ev41 of executive and administrative bodies

of the Central.
This exists in,far Centrals whose tatites regulate from what

linguistic group ,certajn leaders must come:

"Comitf National Paritaire"
The National Committee 'of threg Centrals observes linguistic

paritY.

Statutes concerning the application of a guarantee of a term

of office for the:linguistic minority,
The Central of Public ServicAs was the only Central with this,

type of control over linguistic representation.
(Laiii.ent-Reynoso, p. 86-101) r,

In'the Brussels'Federation,iopth the Flemish and French respondents

agreed that there Wasn't any correction to assure'equat representatjon of

kne linguistic group.. More Specifically, the Flemish resPondent said: .

"No. It would bediscrimination'if we indicated thatiK the statutes.,7*
have reached a fiodus Tivendi. Ex. The president belongs'to one linguistic

group and the vice-president to the other." (Flemish respondent in Laurent-

Reynoso, p.'72)
I

Representation in the national C.S.C., like the Centrals, is also

controlled. Althodgh the three respondents (a Fleming. a Walloon and a
"Bruxellois") differed somewhat when asked if any correction did gllst,
all three admitted that the president belongs to one linguistic group and

the setretary general to the other. (Laurent-Reynoso, p.' 81) .

/lk There seems to be a general agreement among those interviewed from the

Centqals that ethwational objectives are best pursued by each linguistic

grou0separately. These objectives-could only be successfully, pursued if

organized by linguistic region, Whereas e Flemish respondents had more

E
of a preference for educational programs tilbe organized on' e local leVel,

the French clearly favored-such sessions nducted on a regional basis.

(Laurent-Reynoso, p. 51) jai the majority often/pis, the person in charge

of organizing edUcational'programs for unidn mentOs was a Fleming. Only,

in,three were there one French aad one Fleming in chirge of educational aims.

The Regional Federation in Brussels has educational:Meetings, according

to linguistic group. As with the Centrals, the Rlemish prefer such sessions

on the local level and the French on the regional Vey& . The sessions are

administered by French and Flemish co-coordinators.
Educaticnal programs 'conducted by the national C.S.C. are also done by

linguistic group; In contrast to the Centrals and the Brussels Federation',

the Francophone interviewed at the C.S.C. preferred tö have sessions by the,
smallest possible region, as did the Flemish respondent. The Brussels member
favored organizing the sessions-according to the way that .they would be most

effectively administered. Linguistic parity is maintdined for organizing

and administering these services.
, The position of the C.S.C. with respect to externej.objectives was

revealtd by a series ofquestions which focused-on: 1.' The Major Strike

which took place in Belgium from December 1960'to January 1961 (See below '

question number 2, the F.G.T.B. for further, details); 2. The degree of

federalist tendencies within the various levels of the union as perceived

by those interviewed; and 3. An open question asking for thoughts and

opinions of the linguistic conflict in general.
.
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For the Centrals, the majority said that thestrike in,1960-1961liad
not heti an adverse effect and that on the whole, there Was no strong movement
among members for federalism ln the Centrals or in the country. As for as-
sessing the Fren'ch/Flemish conflicts in'general, a variety of reasons were-
cited, among which were the historic conditions lrom which the present si- 4

tuation his evotve4,-t1e problem,of-Brussels, and-thi-econbmic'situition in --1-
the country, (withrancophones expressing concern .oyer the decline of in-
dustry in Wallonia.). However, the response which wag expressed most ofT
was the need for union.solidtrity.

The_ same tendency - union solidarity ,was_also_found_in_the_Brussels.
Federation. ,When asked if the 1960 strike had shaken the-unity of the Fed- ,

eration, the Flemishtrespondent replied: "No, quite the:c6ftrary, because
we did not become inv'olved in politicsr, -and s nce that time our membership
has greatly increased."; /and the Francophone plied: "No, we are syn-

dicaliStes ouvrAristes" Iconcerned with worke problems) before being
concerned with linguistic troubles." (Laurent-Reynoso, pp. 72-73). Regarding
federalization, the Flemish re0ondent alluded to the difficulties of such a
strpcture for the union movement, while the Francophone was openly in favor

.

.of it. This was clarified in his opinion of.the language conflicts in gen-
'eral: ."I am above all Christian, then worker,then "linguistic".. If feder-
alization can raise the life of the working class, I am for federalization
. . ." (Laurent-Reynosa p. 74 The Flemish respondent alsoexpressed con- / -

cerm over these conflicts in vieW of the need for worker solidarity.
Tbe responses of the national C.S.C. members echoed thoSe Of theXeltrals--'

and the Brussels Federation: a unified syndicat organization is the most
effeftive way foroworkers to present their dimands an evances to manage-'
ment which very often is more n tional than regiona , and en more'inteN

i(
n4ional than national. (Laure t-Reynoso, pp. rs4785) All t ree national
stSff members (one born in Brus e ls, one born in IFlanders,,and oneAn. W41-
;11onial agreed that extreme solutions Were not,the best for'the union movement. v

((Laurent-Reynoso, pp. 84-85)
.

Thus, as Laurent-Reynoso concluded: "In Belgium, the actual un4ty of
the nion movement isliiost important. The prio ity given to pro essional-
(ut tariaj) objectives of the workers overcomes'the antagonisms and Cbm-
promis s.arre sought at all levels." (Laurent-Reynosa p. 112) .Even though

there a e small factions within the C.S.C. at various levels which are favor-
able to a federalized union and a fdderalized country,-the'mOority, of C.S.C.
leaders..interviewed felt that as a union, workers' rights were the primary
concern and they were best pursued within thecontext of a unified orga- .

nization., ,

, .

B. The F.G.T.B.

As was done -in th interviews were conducted three different

leels of the F.G.T.B.: twelve (of the thirteen) Centrals, the Brussels-Hal
Vilvorde Regional, and the national F.G.T.B.

In the Centrals, at smaller meetings, five said that they tend to use
French more often than Dutch, 7 used only Dutch_anorfour used both.languages
with 6r without translation. For large meetings, (the National Committee and
the Congress), two Centrals whose membership is more than 90% Dutch, use only
Dutch at their meetings. The majority of other Cevtrals'used both languages
with simul-taneouS translation.for such. meetings.

\:\
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Written communicativn wi't4 the regionals was based on the language of

the.regional being written to, except for the Diamond Workers' Central., .

being predominantly Flemish, wrttes in Dutch. In writing to mahagements

and government representatives, five Centrals write in the-language of the

person receiving the:letter. The Diamond Workers' Central-Uses Dutch excepi

when writing to a unilingual.FranCophone. The Six remathing Centrals ,said

, more-often i-n- French, but two mentioned thitt_ this, tendency wn :changing_so- 1

that both lahguages could be uSed where applicable.

In the Elrussels-Hil-Olvorde Regional, at both large and small meetings,

each,person speaks his own language. A certain tendency toward French did .

exist as the'Secretary General.at the time of the inquiry was a FrancOphone.

In writing- to the prd-f6SSIonal sections, the "language used depended on who

Oas writing the letter. With management and government representatives
the language of the person'being writteh to is the one used.

In general, the Centrals.have takencare to eliminate problems of con-

municapion and coordination when pursuing utilitarian objectives. The direc-

tors are usually bilingual and do not align themselves with one particular

linguistic group. Publications are bilingual and meetings,4especially larger

ones, have simultaneous translation. By insuring that the majority of meMbers

are-satisfied with the level of comunication, the pursuit of the al17important

utilitarian objectives is not impeded.
. Ten of ttle twelve Centrals queitioned had some type of educational ses-

sions. In two, .the-sessions were bilingual with tralslatiOh and were orga-

niZed on the national level. Two others held separate sessionslor:each'

group. The Diamond Workers union, being almost totally Flemish,,had sessions

only in Dutch.") The five remaining Centrals offering_such'services preferred'

a.combination of tpproaches either with both language groups together aided
by translation; or separately'by linguistic group., depending on, the sUbject

to be taught. .

2

Centrals responded to the question whidvasked if they preferred

that educational sessions be organized nationally; regionally or locally.

(One Central did not have such sessions.) Four preferred national educa-

tional 7leetings, one preferred them by lingutstic region,.and two said'lo-

cally.' The purpose of the meeting.determined the type of organigation in

the 4 remaini g Centrals.

cr
Five Cen rals had no one person in charge of organizing education.al

sessions. In he remaining 7, four had Flemish members in charge, two had

Francophone members in charge, and one had a Fleming and a Francophone member

in charge. . /
For the Brussels-Ral-Vilvorde Regional, the type of sessions offered, -

again depends on what is'to be achieved. "It depends on the Centrals and the

studenti. In one case, for Hal, they are bilingual. In matters of formation

(educition), they are usually separated by linguistic group. They take place

separgtely more in the periphery than in the center" (Rochon, p. 72). The

person respon-Sfble for these sessions was, at that,time,,a bilingual Franco-

phone.
In gener4l, contrary to the C.S.C., the directors of the Centrals of

the F.G.T.p. seem to prefer that educational objectives be handled nationally,

rather than regionally or locally. In order to avoid conflict, educational ,

'Sessions with both linguistic groups present have simultaneous translation or

separate discussions by linguistic group. Because caution is exercised in

the organization and administration of educational objectives, the tensions

which might be expected at the levels of communicatitn, coordination, and

asiwciation are avoided% .

...1
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'The pursuit of _external objectives has caused th e most tension for

the.F.G.T.B.. 'In response to questions Suggesting the possibility of a
federAlized Central, union or country, the:majority of Centrals admitced
tiTat'althoudh such sentiments may exist among members, it compristS4
minority with the majority jn favor of a unified organization as the moSt

-effectiNe'type of-union.
When asked if the strike tn December - January, 1960-1961 had shaken

the unity of-t4e. Centrals-, surprisingly, all but one said no. 'To the

contrary, the Steelworkers Central'said "yes; all the Centrals." (Rochon,

p. 58) Rochon contributed this discrepancy, of responses' tO the desire of
thostintervqwed from the Cektrals to present an tmage of Unity., However,,
if oie looks at the actual voting behavior in the Centrals at the time of.'

the Congress in December of 1961, it can be seep that at least two unions

were divjded on which way to vote, naMely the Steelworkers, and the Em-

ployees, 6'Techniciens, et Cadres" Centrats. (Rochon,* p. 59)

When asked if they participated in the National Council of Economic

Policy of the F.G.T.8., only the Diamond Workers said "No"', contending.it
was only for the larger CentralsA. However, the Belgian Federation of

Entertainment, one of the smaller Centrals,'does participate in

Eleven out of 12.CentralS said they were favorable to the Common
Action. The Book Industry Central said, "We are not tOo favorable to the, .

integration of the (union), movement'to any political organization.- What-

ever party is in power, we, want to have,our hands free." (Representative'

'of the Book Industry Central in Rochonr ol 63)
The opinion of a large majority of Centrals on the Flemish/Wallbon

conflict was that such,conflicts are unfortunate andicontrary to the' move-

ment. Once again, priority was given to union solidarity as the, most
efficient and effective way fqr workers to be organized.

The Brussels-Hal-Milvorde Federation was also devoted to the.same

priority: neithei- is a federalized structure sought after, nor-woul4 it'

be preferred. In 1960, this Federation abstained from voting on the Strike

proposal, evidence of its unwillingness to be divided. This Regional does

participate at the liational Council of Economic Policy of the F.G.T.B. and

supports bah the French and Flethish movements of the Common Actiod. In

general, this Federation considers such probltms between the linguistic

groups as political and are not of interest to the union.
For the 0,4tpnal staff of the F.G.T.B., the Wallobn respondent said

that although more autonomy had been granted to the regions, the desire

for federalism bnly exists &along a small minority. Regarding a federalized

Belgium, an exi*tence of such tendencies was. perceived, especially among

the Walloons. (Walloon Representative on the national F.G.T.B., in Rochon,

p: 77) It was also admitted that the 1960-61 strike had shaken the unity

of the F.G.T.B.; howeveri_compromises Were made which helped to preserve

the unity. When asked their opinions of the French/Flemish conflicts in

Belgium, both the Walloon and Flemish respondents of the F.G.T.B. alluded

to the need 'for a unifiea. organization which recognized the need forjcom-

promises when dealing with two linguistic groupk (Rochon, p. 78)

C. The C.G.S.U.B.

Given that the structuresof the 0.G.S.L.B. does not include the various

divisions found wilik the C.S.C: and,the F.G.T.B., interviews were conducted

among 6 secretaries of local and regional secttons, who represented the link,
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between the genera) membership on the one hand-and the unto41direction on

the other. -These sections were.ip charge pf: linguistically heterogeneOUS

groups which would, of course, be more likely to experience intergroup

Conflict. 1Waddtticn, several staff membersof the national.C.G.S.L.B:

lave alSo interviewed. . -.

' In pursuing utilitaTian objecives, committee meetings of-a section. -

ara held -444 the language of the-naJority-of members-and-are biltngual _where_ .

both groups have sufficient command of the language. The larger meetings
(The Congress and General Assembly) are held in Dutch with simultaneous.
translation in French. If, by chance, previous arrangements hive not been
niade for translation services, (particularly for smaller meetings) someone
in attendance is usually available to translate.

Writtenicommunication.is handled with_equal caution, respecting each
linguistic gfoup. The secretaries of Francophone sections usually writg
to their-mimbers in French, relying 06 Flemish members to be bilingual.

Some, .however, do write .in both French.and Dutch. The secretaries of the

Flemish sections follow the same procedure. ,Most secretaries, however,
issue bil4ngual circulars either by sending out all circulars. in both lan-
guages or-sending out a French edition tb-Frdhcophone members and a Dutch

edition to Flemish members. -In writing to management and government, two
out of the six sections intervieWed Used pply French. The four remaining -

sections wrote in.the langulkge of the person being pirttten to. The peri4

odicals - De LiberaIe Syndicalist and Le Syndicaliste LibOral (The Liberal

Unionist) - are available to alT merilbers in the language of their choice.
In the S.L1F.P., the public service wing.of the C.G.S.L.B., there is

a tendency to use French more than DUtch at the committee-meetings for

professional groups. This is attributed to thi" fact that Mat Flemish
people can at least understand French, if not speak it. For the upper
level meetings .(Comit6 Directeur) hoth languages are used but without

translatilon. In this case; translation by fellow members ts relied-On.
Wrftten ,communication from the Committee to the regional and local

sections depends on the language of the regional and/or local. In writing

to governement representatives, those having occasion for such communica-

tion either do so in the language of the person being addrAlsed or, morejladamantly, in his/her
Syndical-De Syndikae Strijd (The Union Fight).
language. Both language groups have their own

ournal; i.e.' Le Comb
Thus, for both the C.G.S.LB. and the S.L.F.P. problems of communica-

t/on in the pUrsuit utilitarian objectives have been avoided in a variety
of ways: in recognizing the need for cautt6 in this area, translation
servites are generally provided where needed 'and where Possible. Publica-

tions of various kinds are bilin ual or issued in the language of the

l

individual subscriber, i.e. in Du 0 for Flemish members and French for
Walloons. In,addition, staff me l prs are generally bilingual. Such mea-

sures have prevented the occurrence of lingutstic conflict which might

otherwise-h&ve occurred at this level in-the pursuit- of

jectives. .

The pursuit of educational objectives-is handled by the "Ecole des

CadresP for the C.G.S.L.B. One 'person is responsible for organizing edu-

cational sessions in various .towns and alivays in'only one language, regard-

less of"Whether or not there are members of the other linguistic group in

that town. .The courses are given by ;instructOrs wholTavel free cne town
to another, as.needed, .While the courses are unilingual, publications of

the scho I are issued in both languages.. It.should be noted, however, that

of the sections inte tewed, only one had such cdurses in its town, and

34
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in this case they were'only in French, whereas membership.was roughly
40% Flemish. 'In another case, union members were able to attend courses
in a neighboring town; *otherwise, the'members of.the other sections Were .

---cibliged to travel a rather large distance if they wished to take advantage
of such Sessions at all. 'This unequal accessibility Of all members to the
educational courses did, not seem.to incite mks/ antagonisms, however.
(Lidnart, 68-74) e

,

In addition to educational objectives of-a utilitarian nature, the
C.G.S.L,B. also provides informative sessions oriented toward sociocultural
themes (e.g.' Industrial Pollution). Such sessions are,administered by a
lecturer in various towns where interest warrants them.

Educational objectives of the-S.L.F.P. are purAued within the frame-
work of the "Centre d'êtude, d'action et de formation.des 'Cadres." This'

Center, having ,the status of "non-profit making .organization",.is fairly
'autonomous fram,the S.L.F.P., which handles the administrative work of the
Centre. The courses of the Centre,are administered somewhat like those af .

the "Ecole des Cadres" of the C.G.S.L.B., i.e. tn various regions by "visit-
, ing instructors". The main differente In the courses lies in the fact that

the Centre of the S,L.F.P. is ablett organize courses on a professional
basis, whereas the "Ecole des Cadret" of the C.G.S.L.B. is unable to docso
because it has no professional level. (Lifnart, p..123) '

In general, none of the interviews conducted in the C.G.S.L.B.-or the
S.L.F.P. reveale0/any conflict in the pursuit of educational objectives,
at any level, Oren though, edwational tessions are net necessarily equally%
avaqable to each linguistic group. Liénart explained this complacency of
the linguistic groups by the willingness among members to travel. to diffe-
rent towns in order.to benefit from courses in the cther languagP. Altiough

Lidnart alluded to scattered complaints issued abOut the courses, his overall
findings were that at no poinf were such complaints organized in the form of
a movement threatening the existence of the courses or their type of orga-
nization. L .

The Vill'ird and final objective pursued'by the union is that of external
objecqiis. LOnart,asked a series ofquestions similar t those asked of
the C .C. and the-F.G.T.B., i.e. opinions'about federali and the lin-

iguistit conflict in Belgium; in addition, he also descri ed in more detail
the relationship between the C.G.S.L.B. and the Liberal Party (P.C.P.) The

foll.owing is a summary of his findings.
In the six sections interviewed, only one secretary was favorable, for

personal reasons, to splitting the C.G.S.L..B. along linguistic lines. In

addition, the 1960-61 strike which was,quite troublesome for the F.G.T.B.,
had virtually no'effect on the C.G.S.L.B. According to Liénart, the C.G.S.

. L.B. sees such actiOn as part of the "political world", and is consequently
of no interest to-the uniOn .orgapiiation, whose primary function is to
satisfy the utilitarian needs of its members., .

The staff members of the national.-C.G.S.L.B. were equally.opposed to
a federalized Structure in Belgium. 'rn their opinion, a federalized Belgium
would only create problems for the union whose expressed desire is not-to
be divided alorig linguistic lines.

Secretaries in fime of the'six sections interviewed expressed their
_., opposition to the language troubles in,Belgium. Two types of responses

were given: 1. That the conflicts were sustained Oy militant minority
groups and do not express a general opinion, and 2. Union solidarity is -

Of primary concern - language troubles are Of interest only to politicians.

3 6
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Finally, the interviews revealed that inattuality, there seems to be-

little association between the C.G.S.L.B. and the Liberal Party; For the

most part, the sedretariesAnterviewed felt that theJlnion and the polit

ical party should necessarily be. separated. Reasons for this-varied:

either it was,felt that the political party was opposed to unionitm in

general or it was seen as impraCtical.for the' union,with its highly unified

struCture, to officially align 'itself to the Liberal Partif, Which is-divided.

along linguistic lines. -

The position of the S.L.Fir?. with .regard- to external'objectives was

similar to that of the C:G.SA.,P. Federalism was not seen as a beneficial

structure for the S.L.F.P, or for Be1giij. There is, however, reason for-

some caution as some of the presidents of the profestionAT-groOps inter-

viewed admitted to having members who favor federal solutions. This. militant

undercurrent, however, has never caused problems. for_the union. (Lienart, ,

p. 126)
.

.

.The general opinion of the presidents of the professional groups inter-

viewed was that union matters, i.e.: utilitarian objectives, are of the ut-

most importance. This was again refle4Aed to some extent ih the response-

of certain presidents.to'questions about aetUal political affiliation and

following. For the most part, there is, a diesiretp be independent of polit-

icaLaffiliation. There:was more of a tendency, howeVer,for.those inter-

viewed of the S.L.F.P. to consider the possibility of allegiance tothe

Liberal' Party (Lidn'art, 131-133). ,,

:

In general, the unitary structure of the C.G.S.L.B. and the S.L.F.V

,\11
w d ot seem to be a,source of conflict.between the linguistic groups. be

impression given bY those interviewed was that the Members were basica ly

satisfied with the functioning of ,the union, i.e. with-the pursuit of util-

itarian. objectivet. This satisfaction was'Strong enough to suppress he

latent conffictual tenderncies that do exist for some members.

---,
2. How,are flexible structural relations between the linguistic

groups established so that they can-be modified when- the objec-

tives of one of the tao linguistic groups changes?

A The C.S.C.

In answering question number one, we saw in the C.S.C. the types of

structural relationS establi$hed between the linguistic groups in the pur-

suirof the three main objectives: utilitarian, educational, and d'xternal.

In the pursuit of each of these objectives the four structural levels were

essentially "conflict free" due to certain measures employed that appear

to have avoided conflict.- In this portion of our analysis, we shall now

focus on what becomes of these structures when the objectives of one lin-

guistic group are altered or changed in any way.
The need for a flexible structure in the C.S.C. can be best illustrated

by looking at the National Central of Employees, which, at that time, was

the only Central in the C.S.C. which had been'split in two along linguistic

lines: Centrale Nationale des Employees (C.N.E.)- Landelijke Bedienden

Centrale (L.B.C.) When asked why the Central had been split, the following

answers wer given:

"Fleming The Central was 'federalized' because of Antwerp and

East Flanders who wanted a structurt that gave them

more guarantees.
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rrftcophone - because"the Walloons are Latins and the
Fln1ngs are.Germanic; the differences in mentality
are'v ry strong. Industrialization occurred at dif-.
feren times.: rn Flanders; socialist thinking deve1z-'1

. aped l ter than In Wallonia; Cods equently, differ-

ences between-the linguistic groups) developed in
. matters of the organization of soctety; thus; the
problem was.regionalized -In 1932." (Members ofthe
Employee Central in Laurent-Reynoso, p. 63)

As can be seen from the e tworesporses, the former unified structure of
the C.N.E. was unsatis ctory, especially to the Flemish membership. In
response to the needs and objectives envisioned by them, a separate struc-
ture...was adopted.

When asked thefr opinions of linguistic problems in Belgium, the res-
ponses were as follows:

a

"Fleming - The problem is not a community problem but a social
problem." He went ondto emphasize the historit ori-
gins of the problem: "It's fat this reason that'the
interests of Flemings must be defended in Flandersg
Our,goal is Flemish predominance in,(or-the
disation' of) economic life."

"Francophone - They are fegrettable because they tIon't exist
and they create new jribs that aren't necessary in
order to have linguistic parity or equilibrium; it's
the politicians who incite them in order to have perl-
sonal promotion." (Members of the Employees Central
in Laurent-Reynoso, p. )56) 4

The,contrast between the responses given to the V40 preceeding questions
illustrates Meisel and Lemieux's contention that linguistic (and ethnic)
groups may differ in their approach to and philosophy of the various objec-
tives intringic to the functioOng of the organiiation. When such differ-
ences come to oppose one another, a unified structure may no longer satisfy
the members' needs, -in which case, a split may octur between the groups sO
that each has control over its own future, as what happened in the C.N.E.-
L.B.C., for example.

It is important to realize, however, that the "federalization' of one/

Central did not jeopordize its position within the C.S.C.' nor did itimme-
diately jeopordize the structure of the other Centrals or of the C.S.C.
itself, all of which retained their unitary structure at that time.

In talking about the future, the Flemish and French staff members in-
terviewed by Laurent-Reynoso in the e.N.E.-L.B.C. expressed somewhat Omilar
views when asked if they felt that the otherCentrals would remain unified.
The Fleming felt 'yes, on ti,lebasis of workers'. solidarity but,admitted
that there may be more separation, due to a trerid toward economic region-
alization. The Francophone contradicted this somewhat by saying that he
felt that some Centrals would support being "federalized". SimilaT ideas
appeared again in Laurent-Reynoso's conclusion when she quoted "La C.S.C.,
Responsable de l'Avenir": "The C.S.C. wonders if the preoccupation towards
economic regionalization must necessarily create new unfon structures 6cr-

responding to the linguistic communities. In the opinion of the C.S.C., a
-- board on regional economic life ("organe de concertation") that would

404.
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coincide with the linguistic communities would not signify a rupture in
the fundamental unity of the conception of the syndicate With regard to,all
of the economic and social problems." ("C:S.C., Responsable l'Avehir",
in Laurent-Reynoso, p. 114) From this, Laurent-Reynoso conctuded: !The
C.S.C. forsees the adaptation of the-modes of relations at the level of
association, in order:Jo permit each language commdnity to pursue objec-
tives WO are not stiqdtly fmofessional, but, in preserving its confed-
erate structUre 'which must-integrate the decisions made on both sides (of
the language frontier) into some sort of constructive- dialogue. "(Laurent-
Reynoso, p. 114),

Thus, on the basis of our question'number two, the MX., appears to
recognize the need for a fliaible structure which allows both linguistic ,

geoups to pursit eertain obIllitives,seperately, yet preserving eir unified
structure.

B. F.G.T.B.

The need fOr flexible,structural relationOn t e F.G.T.B Js best seen
by looking at the circumstances which surrounded the ajor strige from De-,
cember of 1960 to January of 1961, including t ges which came.abbut
in the struc ure of the F.G.T.B. as a resul o this strike.

Mefly, A. Renard,rwho was at that time Deputy Secretary Genera
the F:G.T.B,, and Presjdent of the Li6ge Regional, put forth .a motion to
strike in protest of "La Lpi Unique", i.e. an all,encompassing law on in-
dustrial relations. A split .developed within the Union along linguisiic
lims. Most of the Walloons rallied arbund Renard, who demanded the strike
in order to oppose the "Loi Unique" and to introduce structural reforms in
Belgian economic -life. The Flemings generally supported L. Major (Flemish
Secretary General at that time) who was Opposed to the strike. Although the
motion tb strike was defeated, the majority of the Walloons and a minority
of Flemings decided to strike anyway. In an effort to preserve untty in
the F.G.T.B., the National Committee'issued an order to strike; however,
the strike did not succeed in Flanders.

Finally, the Walloons demanded that the F.G.T.B. be' federalized into
Flemish and, Walloon wings. To investigate this demand, the F.G.T.B.'set up
the "Commission des dix-huit", composed of nine Flemings and nine Welloons.,
This CommiWon rejected Renard's project to split the F.G.T.B., although
they eventually accepted the proposal for linguistic parity in the various
levels of direction. It was not until the'Congress of June 21 and 22, 1963
that the issue was finally resolved.by the adoption of "An agreement on'a
transitory regime permitting temporary derogation of i'he statutes" or "le
protocole d'accord." This agreement 1. established linguistic parity in
the Bureau and Secretariat, 2. .required that in order for a motion to be
passed in the,National Committee, it must receive two thirds of the votes
cast or 50% from each linguistic group, and finally, 3. established two

*commissions, one for each linguistic group4 to be in charge of education,
youth, staff, recruitment-, and information.

"On -May 9, 1967, the Bureau of the F.G.T.B. proposed the creation if a
committee that would look into the foljowing problems: the structuiTs of
the F:G.T.B., ple Composition and membership of,the Secretariat and the
designatlion of a new Secretary General. .(This committee was created.) Two
of the threjlipmands of the Walloon regionals were accepted: 1. that there
no longer Uel5ne economic policy of the F.G.T.B. defined only by the Bureau

ut a synthesis of economic policies prepared bv each linguistic community,
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each one knowing its own particular economic conditionst and 2. that the

1963 agreement (protocole d'accord) on the-budgets of the linguistic.groups

for eduestion,and the press be applied. the third more general Aemand

(that the ruling bodies be'composed of 50% of representatives'frem the
' Centrals and 50% from the Flemish, Walloon and.Brussel's regionars) was .

rejected." .,(Rochon, p. 26) Along with these rights,.the Regional Feder-
ations were also permitted to form interregionals-b'ased on linguistic
grouping in ordbr to evaluate, the economic situation-prevailing in each .

linguistic region. Also formed, was a comittee known as the National Coun-

cil of EConomic Policy, which was composed of four members designated by the

Walloon 'Regionals fbur frau the Flemish, one from the Brussels Regional, ,

nine representatives from the .Centrals and the Secretariat. All

of these measureswere officially approved at a "statutary congress" in
April, 1968.. A ;

The series of crises described above could. have been fatal to the
unitany strutture of the FA.T.B., i.e. the level- of association. Once

the form of association was modified to 4ive each linguistic group more
autonomy, however, the levei of represattation -was also modified which

resulted in the preservation of a unified structure. This can be best

summerized by Rochon who concluded: "There are no more precise Aid offi-

cial4demands from one linguistic grouli. The new structures are favorable.
to reaching a compromise and intite the groups to listen to each other in

. _order-to ayoid publit confrontation. The majority appears to be satisfied
with the established structural relations which are c,onsiderd flexible

enough to permit each linguistic group to pursue its own objectives. The

levels of coordination and asclociatio*betweefh the lingUistic groups are

rigid in-pursuing prOftssional (utilftarian) '6bjectives, more flexible in

pursuing educational objectives, and very flexible in the pursuit of ex-

ternal objectives. The mode of representatioti is consider6d satisfactory

for each linguistic group. All-the structural relations have been estab-

lished in terms of the pursued objecttVes, which are fleXible if the obiec-

tiveS are perceived as being differentjv each'linguistic,group (econonic

ofojectives) and are rigid if the objectives are seen as identical (utili-

tarian objectiyes)." (Rochon, p. 88) '

C. The C.G,S.L.B.

The C.G.S.L.B. along with the S.Lj.P., being the only major union

organizations with a highly centralized sItructure;-Tiave yet to be con-

-frOnted with divisions along Zinguistic lines as/tilose found in the C.S.C.
and the'F,G.T..8.', i.e. there as no indication ,in the report by LiOnart

that the C.G.S;L.B. or the S.L.F.P. has had to alter its structure in res-

ponse to differences in the deniands of one linguistic group in relation to

another. As syrprising as it mayta in a country where linguistic tensions
have had implications, at least occasionally, for all facets of society,

the C.G.S.t.B. has managed-to aVoid sUch conflicts with a structure which

very possibly could be highlYsusceptable to conflict. An unquestionable

dedication to utilitarian objectives, a,small membership (that is predom-

inantly Flemish) and an insistance on a bilingual president and linguistic

parity for the other official Oositions lof the C.G.S.L.B. have all belPed

to keep the members satisfied with the unitary struture. tn addition,

care has_bee'n taken not to favor exteryial (political) _objectives,which are

recognized by the leaders of the C.G.S.L.B. as most likely to create prob-

lems at alt levels of Vie organization, especially the leciel of association.,
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1 The faa that the G.S.L.B. has been able avoid conflicts be4ieen

the linguistic groups in.the past, does not necess rily mean, however:.

that in the future some'of the more latent antagonsms which .did surface in

the interviews with the various C.G.S.L.B. personnel tell not Come to be a

'ma4or issue to which the organization will have to respond.

, 3. When a problem ekists at, an inferior structural level, it is: ,

generally necessary to find its solution at a superior level.

If we- look once Again to the conflicts which have arisen in the C.S.0

and the F.G.T,B. (as described above) this assumption is clearly illustrat d.

In both cases, p'oblems at the levels of communication, coordinatio4, and \

.considered, b he.type of asaociation which,was established between the liny)*
representation w eaggravated 6,- eliminated,,depending on the objectivg bein

guiAtic groups.
In the F.G.T.B., "the Wallobiti Regiohals'l because the coordinati in

the pursuit of educational. and etternal ajectfves wis done nation431 arld

was very centrzlized, put in question this, i of coordination and o-

ciaiion between the linguistic groups o. ye the prkTems, of coordnation ,
the,levels of representation and asso ere made more flexible, thus ,

allowly the linguistic groups to make be 'known the orientation that thOY

wanted to give to educational and external objectives and to pursue' them

spparately in the case of economic objectives." (Rochon, p. 90)

Laurent-Reynoso's interpretation of this assumption can be represented,

by the following:
.

level of level of level Of
.,

level of

communication 9oordinato4on represehtatiön association

cooperati9n conflict

Equal representation of both linguistic groups is highly dependent on the

type of association ettablished between the groups. Coordination in both

languages can not occ9r if there are not bilingual represehtatives from

each linguistic group, and satisfactory written And oral aammun6atican
only result when,the levels supelor tO it have been organized in such a way

so as to provide bilingual services, publications, simultaneous translation,

etc. By employing various measures to correct the representation of the

linguiWc groups, the necessary precautions are taken.to avoid conflict at

the lIower levels of communication and coordination.
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NOTES

PART TWO

It should be realiied that there are several smallpr union organizations;
however, they represent an extremely small percenthge of unionized Eel-
gians and consequently will not be.discussed here:

In'his article, torwin translated the officfal names of the mainiunion
organizations into English. We have chosen to use hig translations 'and
have included the-offtcial French naine and Obrev ation because.they
appeared,as 'such in the original reports of Laure -Reynoso, Rochon, and

Lidnart. To conserve space, we will hereafter r er to these organiza-
tions by their'French abbreviationhe

3. The Brussels Dristrict of the C.S.C. includes 125 municipalities around
.Brussepls, but not necessarily the same as the F.G.T.B. Generally, it

extends farther east than the F.G.T.B. to include the municipalities of.
Duisburg, Erps-Kwerps, Everberg, Leefdaal Tervuren, and Vossem.

4. ,The F.G.T.B. extends farther west than the C.S.Ct and i ludes the

"Brussels-Hal-Vilvorde administrative area.

This brief summary was taken from Rochon, pp. 15-28.

a
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CONCLUSIONS
\--kkr4

With the presentation of the relationship between the linguistic groups

in Canadian and Belgian labor unions now complete, we ore left with the task

of comparingthe situotions which exist in each union movement in order to

.
formulate the generalities about organizational linguistic conflict mentioned

s in the Introduction. To preserve continuity, it seems logical\that any con-

\clusions should result.from a comparison of both situations within the frame-

work of the three 'assumptions Olt weres'initially Used to describe the rela-

tions existing between the linguistic groups. Thus, we shall proceed os

before, f.e. by first comparing the.typeS of structU s demanded by the pur-

suit of:the varioussobjectiv0s, thmexamintng the ne d for flexibility and

finally the role of the Structural levels in resolvin lirguistic conflict.,

.

, T7 The itructural relations established between the linguistic groups

''. must be congrilent with tEe pursued objectives.

;Any camparison of the Belgian and Canadian labor union movements and

the 'relationship between the linguistic groups found within would be incom- :

plete ithout first,discussing the most basic and fundamental of all differ-

iencts- etween the.two movements, i.e. the Belgian system based On "free

cho# ' of union affiliation versus the North American system.of only one

unioh 'per enterprise or industry. These two very different approaches to .

overall,union.organization not only ultimately influence,the type of rela-

tions that are established.between the linguistic groups.but also set cer-

tain limitations on the types of relations that possibly could be estab-

lished.
On the basis of the evidence preserited'within this present report,lt

appears evident that, at least at the time of Verdoodt's report, linguistic

relations in the Canadian union movement were characterized,by a high degree

of instability and tension which resulted tn openconfrontation between

Ehglish and French Canadians. (This was especially true for the Q.F.L. and

the C.L.C.) In contrast, with the exception of a few isolated clashes, the

situation between the French,and Dutch in Belgiin unions appears much more

stable with the attitude of'most Belgian.unionists being that the unibn'
movement is no place for linguistic tensions. Accepting ttis observation,

it seems appropriate to then ask if this.difference in the amount Of pre-

vailing conflict is ngtAue, at least in part, to the.differences between

the two union movements 'tli generial.

1

When o aklgian decid s to join a union, he has three options open to

him: th0C.5.C.., .64. F. .T.B., and tbq C.G.S.L.B. The C.S.C. and the

set4I.G4r4Lq gtthough silnila '-in thelr baSic,structure, do tend to differ some-

-what in their approach to various issUes, including' linguistic ones. The

C.G.S,L.B., with its highly centralized structure,,satisfies the needs of

thoce who prefer that type of structure pver, t.hirother two. In any case,

the Belgian is free to decide whifeh union structbre (and which stand on

certain issues) best coincides with his own needs andbattitudes and makes

his choice dccordingly.
In,Canada, however, thiS is not the case. Because only one union Rer

enterprise is allowed by law, an individual seeking.employment in a porn

ticular enterprise which already has a union must affiliate himself with

that union. Thus, regardless of whether or not the policies and positions

adopted by this union are agreeable to the prospective member, he normally

must join it. This has citsturh4ng implications for the Quebecois especially.,



Because a large number of Canadian unions are actually only, divisions S. a
4. .

larger, U.S. based operation, and because the Canadian population itself is.
*dominantly Anglophone, ths francophone suddenly finds himself confronted

with organization dominated by anglophones. With no other option to

iA
choo j fron,, his situation may at once become-confining and frustrating.

e Thus, the re;lations between the linguistic groUpV11%-to,stre-extent
predetermined by the.general shape of unionism found within each country.
To,see just how much influence this overall structure has on intergroup
relations, we shall now compat'e the state of linguistic relations in the
two union Movements in the pursuit of utilitaTian, educational, and externa
objectives.' .

.

Itcannot be dpnied that in both Canada and Welgium, the pursuft of
utilitaricin objectives is the essential function of the union movement. ,

However, what is questionable is the amount of emphasis union leaders (and

member)) place on these objectives. In Canada, at the time of Verdoodt's

report the pursuit of utilitarian objectives, very definately4ad linguis-

tic overtones, i.e. it was asserted by the Q.F.L. and even some of the Quebec

locals of international uAions (e.g. United Steeiworkers of America) that the

utilitarian aims of Quebec unions should be designed and administered by "les

Quaecois". Because this had not been the case, certdin polittcal objectives

were undertaken to aChieve'this situation. The Q.F.L., as spokesman for the

Francophones, demanded increased autonomy and decentrfilization to ensure the

avaislability of bilingual services (or even the inauguration of unilingual

French services), bilingual or French publications, translation services,

ttc,. In general4 the nationalist tendencies in Queilec have to some .degree

politicized theioursuit of utilitarian objegeves. ' Ale

.
-In Belgium, the desire for union solidgrity iand a devotion to striftly

utilitarian objectives seemed to-prevail. Every'bffort was made to respect

both languages. Publications of all types were either bilingual or issued

according to the languagefofthe recjp4ent. THus, communication was not a

problem. Vertical communicatIon, or coordination posed no real problems

either a's leaders were basically able to use their own language if they pre-

', ferred. Unlike the Canadian situition, thee was no organized movement

devoted to splitting the unions along linguistic lines - at least for the

pwrsuit of utaitarian objectives.
s' The pursuit of educationaZ 'objectives provides a good il'Iustration of

----bur earlier remarks concerning the effect which 'the general structure of the

uniOn movement has on the structural relations formed between the linguistic

groups in the pursuit of the various objectives. In both societies, tension

and conflict were present when educat'ional objectives were pursued within

the confines of a highly centralized structure, i.e, with one exception -

the C.G.S.L.B. Not only were educ4tional sessions -1/1 this union organized

and adMinistered at the national level, but also no special provisions were

made to compensate for the possible bjlingual coryiposition of the sessions.

The fact that no conflict resulted Irom such a system deserves gomment;
especially considering that when educational objectives/Were pursued simi-

larly in the C.L.C., C.S.C., and the.F.G.T.B., major divisions occured be-,

tween the linguistic groups. Why has thb C.G.S.L.B. been spared similar
pleaS for decentralization of educational objectives (among others)? Grant-

ed, its smaller, more linguistically homogeneous membership (60-E5% Flemish)

could have a positive influence on its present structure. But what if such

a structure were imposed on the members, rather than it being a matter of

free choice? Certainly A-., Renard, who favored a federalized structure for
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the F.G.T.B., would mit have accepted such a systaracquiescently. Is it
not then understandable that the "A. Renard's" of.the Canadian mOvement
woyld react in defiance of such a system being imposed.on them? This'Is a
clear illustration that the approach to unionism in each'country.influences
the type of relations eltablisNed between -the linguistic v-roups 'and even-
tua)ly the presence of linguistic conflict. It is our conclusion, however,
that although the C..G.S.L.B. fias_managed to survive with.its presOpt strut-
turet_the pursuit of'educational objectives is best obtained by each lin-

.

guistic group separately, rather than collectively; otherwise, it is un-
likely that the primary purOose of such objectives, i.e. to teach and inform,
will be achieved, at least to its maximum effectivenN.

-There remains one final objective to be,vonsidere external'objectives.'
In both.Canada and Belgium, when external objectives were given high prior-
ity, conflict between the linguistic groups was practically...inevitable. We

\ need not repeat all 117e details of the relationship between the Q..r.L. and
the C.L.C. when the former entered the political arena, i.e. when the g.F.L.
became the spokesman fbr the Quebec francophones and thp promoter of "1 'i-
dentit6 québêoise". Nor is it necessary to restate.aY1 of the Circum-
stances of the December 1960-January 1961 strike in the F.L.T.B. a situa-
tion whith took nearly a decade to resolve. What is important-about both
these incidents is their outcomes. Once the type of association existing
between the linguistic groups was put in question, the overall structures of
the union was jeopardized. 11 redefinition of the structural artangenents

-between the two groups had to be made in order td restore peaceful relations..
(In effect, 'it is debatable .whether br not such a situation has as yet been
obtained in Canada:1 Starting with the level of association, such struc-
tural alterations had implications for all levels of the orgailization. In

the case of the F.G.T.B., the result was a change in the form of reprosen-
tdtion, i.e. linguistit parity Wes estahlished in,the Bureau and the Secre-
tariat. A change in the association sheed between the two linguistic groups
resulted in new organs that guaranteed the linguistic regions a forum for .

expressing concerns about their particular region.
Another important aspect of external (political) objectives is the

effect which these objectives have on the Other objectives. We have already ,

said that when the Q.F.L. Ogan to extend itself beyond its utilitarian
function, utilitarian objectives became politicized as well. This illus-
trates the dynamic effectwhich extern61 political objectives can havevon
all aspects of the union movement, and Ultimately relations tletOieen the lin-
guistic groups. Whether or not the force with which they,are pursued is the
result of a charismatic personality who captures the respect and following
of one group (e.g. A. Renard), or is the result of an ideologY or belief
that has captivated a given populaticn (e.g. Quebec nationalism) or ecombi-
nation of these V40, from the evidence presented earfler, it seems unlikely
that the external objectives pursued by one linguistic group could ever be
perseveringly pursued by this group without causing some sort of cdfflict,
and moreover, whether or not they could be pursued as such without placing
priority on external objectives, and not utilitarian ones. This is not to 10
say that utiltarian objectives are neglected entirely in the pursuit of ex-
;ternal aims. Actually, what seems to take place is that exiernal objectives
are embarked upon to enhance utilitarian objectives. rh other mords,' within
the labor union, when members of one linguistic group begin to feel threat-
ened or dissatisfied wfth the pursuit of utilitarian aims for their group,as
they stand, an increased pncentr'ation on external objectives is perceived
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as the most effective way to bring about-the desired structUral changes.
lwhich,ultimately aim to improve the ability_of ti dissatisfied linguistic
group to pursueutititarl.an objectiims.

t 4

2. The structural relatiOns established between the linguistic
groups must be flexible So that they can be modified viben the
objectives of one of the linguistic groups change.

hava. alrody illUs.trated .thiS-assumption.nunerous-times/ both in ----. -'---

'the discussion oflfie individual uniOn'movemients, and in the previous ques-
tion. Therefore', in order to avoid useless repetition, we shall. now mention.
only the'more-salient points relevant to this. discugtion.

It may not be a monumental observation that when-dealing with an orga
nization cOmposed of two linguistic groups, (who may or may-not vary in tbeir

(

conception of the purSuit of the various defined Objectives); that any stl-uc-

ture hopinb to iupport such dualism would have to have a certain degree of
flexibility built into Its present structure lest this structure be jeop-

k'ardized when the content and.hierarchy of the pursued objectives are not
the same for both linguistic groups. While this may be a fairly straigirt-
forward observation, why is it not so easily achiéved .between the linguistic'
groups? There are numerous. possibilities to answer this question. The One
.of'particular interest to this report is the way linguistic tensions between
groups is affected by the'struqural levels created'in pursuing the various

.objectives, and more specifidally, the'importance of flexible structures in
appeasing one or both groups. :The level' of association is particularly im-

,

portant here. If the overall relationship between the linguistic groups'is
flexible enough, tomproMises are more likely to be wofted out and the level
of association maintained, with perhaps. minor alterations. This seemsgto
Ilve been the case in the F.G.T.B. during its criticalperiod in the 1960's.
The conception of both linguistic groups in the pursuit of utilarianob---
jectives was constdered'Similar enough to contVue pursuing them collec-
tively. Nevertheless, antagonisms resulting from the.m6re political aims
being pursued,at that time had to be .dealt with'structuraily, otherwise the
severing of all relations between the groups could have otcurred. As a result
more autonomy was granted the regions so that each group was assured that.the
needs of theirlinguistic regioh would not be ovbrloeked.

The situation in Quebec unions, at least at thAtime of the study under
scrutiny,_was much less definitive.* In the first, place, the need'for flexible
structures placed demands on the Canadian union m'Ovement (from the C.L.C. oh

nfons a ell. Whe
diQ.F.L.

vigorously pursued the demahds specific to

downran4
ile th

lso has implications for the international structure of invidual
U
the Quebec Irancophones,. the relationship Of individual local and regional
sections of an international union to its international headquaTters seemed
somewhat precarious. Little compensation for'or interest in the trancophone

. membership, which is such a small percentage of theetotal union membership,
leaves these, sections with two options: 1. To accept their minority positiOn

.ceand continue their affiliation to the international union-as before-, 'or' 2.

If they do not receive the special attention deemed necessary, they may sever
all ties with the international organization. The-latter option has already,
been chosen by the Canadian Pa' r.Workers' Union. Whether isr not other pions

.

will follow depends on the inte4national unton's ability to recognize the ,

needs of the,Quebec francophone and thereby adjuh their structures accord-
ingly.

. 4 6
* See Verdoedt,"Albert..Rei.ations wintre.anglophones et.A,ancophones-dano Zes
-syndicats quglécois. Quebec, CIRB, 1970, p. 216.
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.3. When a problem exists at an inferior 'structural level, it is

generally necessary to find its solution at a superior level.

The evidence.available on Canadian and Belgian unions verifies this

assumpttone: In both union movements, prbblems of cammunicatin and aoor,--

dinatimi, when present, were the result of insufficient representation of

one linguistic group and/or the type of association:existing betWeen the

two groups. Once the appropriated structural reforms were in4ugurated,

lines of communication and coordinatOon, in most cases, adapted the char-

acter of the new. arrangement, t.e. each.person was usually free to employ
,#

the language of Ns choice.
This coinclucres foUr general comparison of linguittic conflicts in Belgian

and Canadian unions. From-this comparison we draw the f011owing general

conclusions:

1. In Canada and Belgium, the difference in prevailimg conflict ,

between the linguistic groups results from the difference im the

overall organization of the two .union mOvemeeXs.

2. The Canadian system,.being largely adopted from the United States

(who caters to an almos1t totally linguistically homogenous popu-

lation of Anglophones) it finding it increasingly difficult to

adapt this system to the needs of a bilingual membership.

The Belgian system, giving,the union members freedom to choose7

fro m. three main organizations, has created an atmosphere where

linguistic conflict is negligible.

When &isfactory relations exist between the groUps it is most

likely that the union will place highest priority on the pursuit

ef utilitarian'objectives. When these rell.tions are unsatisfac-

. tory, political objectives intervene to promote the demands of

the displeased group.. Such objectives generally aim at structural

reforms, especially the level 8f representation and association.
0 Once such yeforms are realized, a return to utilitarian aims is

likely.

5. Each lihguispc group places high priority on being able'to name,

appoint, elect', etc their own representatives. In both Canada'

and Belgium, equal representation (linguistic parity) had,been.

one of the main issues of conflict between-the liriguistic groups.

For an organization with bilinguaI'memberihip, harmonious relation

are encouraged by bilingual services, simultaneous translation, e

It iskimportant for all members to feel that they are free to use

their own language, even though they may choose not to.

7. A bilingual union can support a centralized structure (C.G.S.L.B.)

as long as all members-are content with the pursuit of utilitaridn

objectives. Once external objectives become emphasized in favor

of one linguistic group, decentralization ts the likely outcome.

8. Educational objectives may be antralized or decentralized, pro-

vided that al\l members are in agreement with the chosen form.

In,the union movement, the principle of "workers' solidarity" pre-

vafls as long as the rights of beth linguistic groups are respected.

When one linguistic group decides that its utilitarian needs are at

a disadvantage, linguistic issues surface and act to divide the groups.

w.
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Genral Commenpa

There can be little dog*that any izatipn,_labor union or otber-
. .

organ.

,
wise, that is composed of more that one linguistic group, is faced with a

delicate and citallenging situation.,,As we have-seen on the preceedfnv

pages, the task of creating aunion ttrUttUft-whtCh IS'atrOpte equally -----
acceptable ,t6 both lfnguistic groups, i.e. that it is congruent with the
objectiVeS Is perceived'and pursued by each linguistic group is often so

)complex that one may-wonder if continued aSsoCiation of both groups within
one organization is really worth. all the extra responsibilities At entails .

(e.g. translation services, bilingual publications, linguistic parity, etc.).

In discussing voluntary associations, Meisel and Lemieux called thjs nthe
.

Cost-benefit" relitiOnship. In their words, "a realistic asseSsment of the
benefits.. must include two kindg. of 'measures': 'a weighting of the 'positive`

advantages derived from contact and -interaction and an estimate.of the.cost 4
incurred.".'(Meisel and Lemieux, .p. 291)

Fertile" labor 'unions, we interpret the advantages resulting froM an .

unified union movement 'as outweighing the special prOvisiOns needed to
integrate.two linguislic groups. However, we also contend that conditions

. within.a particular union movement are not static, and.therefore, linguistic
relations require ctmstant surveillante by responsible leaders of both groups.
Thjs is in line with Schermerho'rn's belief that "integration is not an end- .

state, but a process. . ." (Schermerhorn, p. 14) "There are times when

integration can only occur in and thyough conflict, and conversely, 'other

times when conflict is necessary to reach a new order of integrat' n."

(Sefianwhorn, p. 57-8) This is precisely what happens when the o ectives

of onO1Pinguistic group change - the resulting integration is a product of

intergroup confrontation. ,

What prospects for future relations between the
i

'nguistic groups can

rm inbe speculated?. Scheerhorn haaid that confronta often creates "new

structures that 'contain and reguldrize such conflicts -wfthout actually

elimimating them." (Schermerhorn, 13.. 40) If, for exmple, we consider the,

numerous times that French .and Flemish respondants in Belgian unions said

that.small minorities did exist which had strong opinions.on linguistic

issues, it seems a bit risky to say that these groups will never attempt to

mobilize. themselves and.undermine the existing structures. This may very

well happen if the uniod movements become the.victim of what Hayakawa has,

called 'cultural lab" or what results "when Social institutions do not change

in accordance with changing social realities." (Hayakawa, p. 300)

This conclues our investigation of linguistic conflict within the .

labor union moveMents of Belgium and Canada. After presenting a factual

description .of the situations found within the two union movements, a com-.
parison was madelto give inside information on the nature of organizational

linguistic conflict% We have chosen to focus on the pursued objectives and

, the structural levels. Areas which we feel still need further attention are
the'attitudes and personalities of leaders and members to determine the in-

fluence of these elements on'the likelihood of conflkt. Such studies could

only complement this present-work in order to provide a complete picture of -

linguistic conflict within labor .unions.

r
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In fact, when the smaller independent unions are considered, he Kim

more than three options. 'Ha also, of course, has the option of not

joining any union - a privilege the Cinadian worker does not generally-

have when seeking employment from a firm or industry %which a union

is already present.,,

In a recent conversation with Mr. Jean Marc kudon of tt;e--Cai;ad'an Paper

Workers' Union; he suggested that linguistic issues fel- theA.F.L. are

PArt of the past. Their primary interest, according to Mr. Hudon, lies

in the area eof utilitarian objectives.,

3. The u,conflicts" Schermerhorn rifers to here are those which power con.-

flict theorists feel are inevitable given the ihequality Of mpst inter- .

actions. (ScherMerhorn, p. 401;
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